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Picketing to continue
at Panther’s Lounge
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor

MARI OGAWA/Staff photographer
A group of about 50 Charleston and Greenup residents picket against topless dancing at Panther’s Lounge
Friday night in front of University Village on Lincoln Ave. While picketing, drivers on Lincoln Avenue
showed support by honking their horns.

Several Charleston residents will
continue to show their outrage over
topless dance shows at Panther’s
Lounge by staging protests for the
next three weekends.
The first protest, which was held
at 8 p.m. Friday near Panther’s, was
intended to raise local awareness of
the establishment’s latest attraction,
said City Commissioner Greg
Stewart, one of the demonstration
coordinators. Stewart said he
appeared at the demonstration as a
citizen, not as a city commissioner.
Almost 50 people participated in
the demonstration, carrying signs
proclaiming slogans such as “Face
the bare facts, we don’t like your
act” and “Topless dancers degrade
all women.”
However, Stewart said the
protest was not targeted at Panther’s
and was not intended to halt any

business.
Stewart said his main goal
through the protest is to simply
communicate to the community.
“We are trying to raise concern
among citizens,” Stewart said. “We
want to get people to come out of
their shells and break the chain of
apathy.”
Since Panther’s wasn’t open for
business Friday night, the protest
couldn’t affect the establishment’s
patrons.
Topless dancers performed from
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. last weekend at
Panther’s, 1421 Fourth St.
Customers
entering
the
establishment, owned by Mike
Bickers, are required to be 18 years
old and no alcohol is allowed on the
premises.
Bickers also attempted in
January to bring in topless dancers,
See PANTHER”S Page 2

Apathy runs wild Students say tuition increase
among students will pinch their pocketbooks
Some say
Student
Government
not interesting
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
A new year brings a new
Student Government and a new
student body, both with goals and
aspirations for the school year that
lies ahead.
The Student Government
wants to be more accountable to
students and decrease student
apathy. But many students have
other ideas.
“I’m not interested in it
(Student Government),” said
Yukiko Shimizu, a junior
psychology major.
Interest and participation in
Student Government has been
sparse in recent years, with voter
turn out for Student Government
elections rarely reaching 20
percent of the student body and
attendance at weekly meetings
usually limited to under 10
students.
Student Government members
say they have several ideas to
decrease student apathy this year,
but admit they can’t make
students get involved.
Vice President for Public
Affairs Jason Anselment said he

recently re-started the LEAD
Program, a program originally
established two years ago to
orient students with the role of
Student Government at Eastern.
Anselment said he hopes the
program will educate students
who have expressed an interest in
getting involved in Student
Government. Approximately 25
students attended the first LEAD
meeting Aug. 28, and Anselment
said the attendees were eager to
“learn more, to educate
themselves about the issues on
campus.”
“The key is illustrating to the
general student audience they can
make a difference and get involved,” Anselment said.
Senate member Jeff Zilch said
he would like to hold Student
Senate meetings in places other
than the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, such as
residence halls and other campus
buildings.
“By moving out to the halls we
hope students will sit in for a
Student Government meeting and
see what the senate does and what
it achieves,” Zilch said. He said
students will probably be more
prone to attend the meetings if
they are in a more accessible
location for them.
But some students say they
don’t have the time or interest to
focus on the senate’s meetings
and activities.
“I don’t have time (to pay
attention to the Student
See APATHY Page 2

By HEIDI KEIBLER
Editor in chief

Less than three weeks remain
before the Board of Governors
votes whether to raise tuition and
fees for the 1996-97 school year,
and some students are worried.
“The government is trying to cut
financial aid and that’s where most
of my money comes from,” Steve
Alderman said. “If there’s an
increase and I don’t get government
aid, I’m out of luck.
“I’ll have to go in to the military
to get money,” he added. “An
increase would really suck.”
The Tuition Review Committee
will submit a resolution Wednesday
to the Student Senate proposing a
4.5 percent hike in tuition for next
year. The increase would mean an
additional $88 per year for full-time
students who are Illinois residents,
placing tuition at $1463.20 per
semester. The senate will vote on
the resolution in the next two
weeks.
The senate will vote in the next
two weeks on the 4.5 percent
increase and a $26-a-semester
increase in student fees. The
recommendation of the senate will
then be sent to the BOG to vote on
at its Sept. 21 meeting.
Alderman, a freshman music
education major, said his parents
are divorced and his mom works in
a factory, “making $15,000 in a
good year.” He said he is enrolled
in a work-study program in the
music department to help him pay
“personal expenses,” such as
laundry and phone bills, but the

JOHN COX/Photo editor
Kim Wait, a sophomore communications disorders major, works at the
Lawson Hall desk Monday afternoon to help pay off financial aid and
loans she has taken out to help pay for school. Wait and other students
expressed some financial concerns over a 4.5 percent tuition hike
planned to be approved by the Board of Governors this month.
possibility of an increase in tuition
and fees worries him.
“My mom doesn’t have any
money to give, she is basically at
poverty level right now,” he said.
“If I don’t get grants and
scholarships, basically I either don’t
go (to school) or I go into the
military. I don’t want to go in, but I

will if I have to.”
Alderman said he wouldn’t mind
paying additional money for
worthwhile reasons, such as
updating the computers in residence
halls.
“But the stuff they want to spend
See TUITION Page 2
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Discovery of fifth bomb makes French officials wary
PARIS (AP) – The fifth bomb planted in France in six
weeks was found Monday inside a Paris public toilet,
increasing suspicions that more than one group may be
responsible.
Special measures were instituted for children returning
to school after summer holidays. Premier Alain Juppe said
security would be tightened throughout France.

PANTHER’S
but the business idea was set aside
after police made several alcoholrelated arrests at his establishment.
Bickers could not be reached
for comment regarding the weekend protest.

The 55-pound bomb was timed to go off at the same
time as a bomb that injured four people Sunday at an
open-air market near the Place de la Bastille, according to
sources who spoke on condition of anonymity.
The bomb found Monday, hidden in a box, also was
placed near an outdoor market. It was discovered by a
maintenance worker at a public toilet in a square in south-

ern Paris.
The bomb was made with a gas canister similar to two
bombs that have exploded since July, killing seven people
and injuring about 100, officials said on customary
anonymity. A bomb found unexploded beside a highspeed train track Aug. 26 also was made with a gas canister.

from page one
Although the turnout of
Charleston residents was impressive, the number of Eastern students left something to be said.
Only six students participated in
the demonstration.
The Rev. Scott Sims, another

demonstration coordinator from
the Salisbury Church, said one of
the protesters has made contact
with several student organizations
on campus.
“Word of mouth and what the
media does will help bring more

students,” Sims said.
“This was a bad weekend (for
student turnout) because so many
had left campus for the weekend,”
Stewart said.
But with the large support they
did have, Stewart felt it was

peaceful.
Stewart said there were no
physically confrontations during
the Friday night protest.
“It is not my goal to force the
issue, our intent is to garner more
support,” Stewart said.

APATHY

from page one

Government) but I feel like I should,” said
April Rigsby, a sophomore business management major. Rigsby said she was originally a
political science major and paid attention to
Student Government at that time.
And others say they aren’t sure what the
Student Government does.
“I would think they get a lot done,” said
Scott Whitehead, a senior sociology major.
“But I really don’t know enough about them
to say.”
Student Body President Michelle Gaddini

TUITION

said if students would attend senate meetings,
they would be able to gauge for themselves
what Student Government actually does.
Gaddini said she is considering establishing suggestion boxes on campus for students
to tell the Student Government what they
want it to do. She said boxes were in place in
the past, but students placed inappropriate
suggestions in them.
Gaddini also said senate members plan to
meet with various recognized student organizations to discuss issues on campus.

Aaron Krizik, a senior psychology major,
said he believes Student Government “has
never been a organization that has completely
altruistic motives.”
“I think that the elective people of Student
Government are more there for their personal
interests,” Krizik said. He said students are
apathetic toward Student Government
because of its inability to produce any real
change and truly inform the campus.
Still, members say they are optimistic
about student participation in the coming

year.
“Response to Student Government is a lot
more positive than in the past,” said Senate
Speaker Kevin Piket, adding he has already
spoken to students regarding proposed tuition
and fee increases.
Piket said he encourages students to stop
by to speak to him and other senate members,
or to e-mail Student Government at stugov@eiu.edu. Piket also said the senate will
try to e-mail students to keep them informed
about Student Government.

from page one

money on seems frivolous, so it
should just be dropped.” he said. “If
something is old, that doesn’t mean
it’s bad.”
Vice President for Student
Affairs Lou Hencken said the 4.5
percent tuition increase would pay
for faculty raises, educational
equipment such as overhead projectors, televisions and VCRs and
“repair work on campus.”
The $26 in fees would be broken
down to $10 for computer technology, $5 for athletics, $4 for the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, $5 for Health Service and
$2 for Grant-in-Aid.
Hencken said he realizes students
don’t like to pay tuition and fee
increases, but said “we have to do
it.
“I think we have a quality institution at Eastern, and, if we don’t
keep up with costs, the quality will
diminish,” Hencken said. “That
will hurt students, and that needs to
be foremost in our minds.”
Hencken said it is important to
remember that regardless of continuous increases, Eastern is still the
cheapest state school in Illinois.
Kris Hildebrand, a sophomore
physical education major, said she
chose Eastern for its affordability,
and while she understands “costs
coming up,” she said tuition and fee
increases don’t fit her already tight

budget.
Hildebrand also supports fee
increases for some areas, but thinks
others being proposed are unnecessary.
“I don’t think we need cable TV
in health service,” Hildebrand said.
“There’s always a newspaper or
magazines. And as far as athletics
goes, not everyone goes to every
game, so people would be paying
for nothing.”
A portion of the $5 Health
Service fee would go toward
putting cable TVs in the waiting
room of the Health Service, and a
portion of the $5 athletic fee would
be used to eliminate entrance fees
to athletic events.
Hildebrand said her parents have
agreed to pay for half of her college
education and any tuition increases
that arise up to 3 percent. Last
year’s 3.5 percent tuition hike left
her paying the .5 percent out of her
pocket and a 4.5 percent hike
would require her to foot the 1.5
percent.
Hildebrand works two hours a
week and 12-13 hours on alternate
weekends at the front desk of
McKinney Hall.
“I have a weekly budget,” she
added. “Every dime is planned out
for the year. I have an extra cushion
in case something comes up like an
extra book or something, but half of
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what I make here (at McKinney
Hall) goes into savings, and half is
for personal expenses like phone,
laundry and books.
“Really 1.5 percent isn’t that bad,
but each year it keeps going up,”
she added. “I’ll apply for more
financial aid, but there’s no way I
can pick up another job with my
schedule.”
Missy Neuhaus, a junior business
management major, said Eastern’s
affordability is one of its strong
points, but continual increases
“make it hard to put yourself
through college.
“It’s really hard to have a firm
opinion because we are the cheapest state school, but obviously with
a lot of increases, it’s hard to keep it
that way,” Neuhaus said. “As logical as it (an increase) may seem,
that still doesn’t make it practical.”
Neuhaus said her parents paid for
her first two years at Eastern, leavingher to pay for the remaining
years with loans and a scholarship.
To pay for her housing, she works
as a resident assistant in Taylor
Hall, which also pays an additional
$60 per month for personal expenses.
But if tuition and fees are
increased, Neuhaus said she will be
forced to apply for more loans
because being a resident assistant
prohibits her from taking on an

the

“

I think we have a quality institution at Eastern,
and, if we don’t keep up with costs, the quality
will diminish.”
–Lou Hencken,
Vice President for Student Affairs

additional job.
According to the Office of
Financial Aid, 10,054 Eastern students, or 88.2 percent of the student
body, received some type of financial aid in fiscal year 1994.
Financial aid includes federal programs, Illinois programs, institutional sources, grants, scholarships,
waivers, loans and campus work.
A total of $28 million was granted in financial aid, averaging
$2,786 per student.
The total dollars granted for
financial aid in fiscal year 1994
increased by 15 percent over the
amount granted in fiscal year 1993,
with the number of students receiving aid increasing by 25.9 percent.
Director of Financial Aid John
Flynn said it is impossible to make
a correlation between tuition
increases and the amount of financial aid applied for by students.
Flynn said while the amount of

financial aid granted has been on
the rise since fiscal year 1993, he
credits it to the fact that beginning
in 1993, students could apply for
unsubsidized, or non-need based,
loans regardless of their families’
incomes.
But some students say financial
aid isn’t an option for them.
Amy McGoogan, a freshman
elementary education major, said
she applied for financial aid in the
past and was turned down.
“If there is an increase, I’ll definitely have to get a job,” she said.
“My parents are putting my older
sister through school too, and I’ll
have to help pay.”
McGoogan said she would rather
not have a job at school because
she wants to focus on school work
and have time for herself, but she
said she will apply at dining services “or something” for extra
money if she has too.

JUNCTION
Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area

The Junction offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling,
6 billiard tables, video and pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the
Junction in the Union or call 581-3616
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental (35¢)

LEAGUE TIMES...
6:30p.m. & 9p.m. ...
6:30p.m. & 9p.m. ...
4:30p.m. ................
7:00p.m. ................
* (ABC Sanctioned)

Monday Night COED
Tuesday Night COED
Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.*
Wednesday Night Men

Location... North end of UNION STATION
Hours... M-TH ... 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
F........... 10:00 a.m.- 11:30 p.m.
Sat....... 2:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sun ..... 4:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
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Eastern to bury new time capsule

Sizzle at

By JESSICA BAKER
Staff writer

Bacon Cheeseburger $ 50
w/fries $199
Bottles
Double $249
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BELL’S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN

RED ROSES
19.95 WRAPPED
$
24.95 VASED
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Rosie’s charged with allowing
police informant to enter bar
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor
The owner of Rosie’s Restaurant and Bar was
charged with his third liquor violation in the past 12
months, which could leave him with a 30-day
liquor license suspension.
Taki Iatropolous, owner of Rosie’s, 615 Monroe
Ave., appeared before Mayor Dan Cougill, acting
as liquor commissioner, Friday morning to face the
charges of serving an underaged police informant
during a July 28 compliance check.
Iatropolous denied the city’s allegations and said
his business did not violate the law.
“I have no idea why I am being charged,” said
Iatropolous, who appeared at the hearing with Mike
Castleman, a manager at Rosie’s. “The police officer came in with the (police informant). His identi-

fication was an ID for a 21 year old.”
Castleman, who said he saw the disputed license,
agreed with Iatropolous that the ID was for a 21year-old individual.
A hearing has been scheduled for 9:30 a.m.
Thursday in the City Council Chambers of the
Municipal Building, 520 Jackson Ave., so Cougill
can hear both sides of the case and make a decision.
If Iatropolous is found guilty, it will mark his
restaurant’s third violation in the past 12 months.
He can receive either a 30-day license suspension
or a $1,000 fine as penalty. Since Cougill has been
in office, he has never issued a monetary fine for a
liquor violation.
Iatropolous’ previous two convictions for serving
underaged patrons came on Aug. 5, 1994 and
March 3, 1995. Both of the charges were uncontested.

William Kunstler dead at 76
NEW YORK (AP) _ William
Kunstler, the raspy-voiced lawyer
who proudly spoke out for the
politically unpopular in a controversial career defending clients
including the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr., the Chicago Seven, Jack
Ruby and John Gotti, died Monday.
He was 76.
Kunstler died of a heart attack at
Columbia Presbyterian
Hospital, where he had been hospitalized since Aug. 28. He had a
pacemaker installed on Aug. 7.
Once dubbed “the most hated
lawyer in America’’ by Vanity Fair
magazine, Kunstler saw himself as
a legal paladin, an advocate for out-

casts and pariahs. Critics depicted
him as a showboat and publicity
seeker.
“To some extent that has the ring
of truth,’’ he once said. “I enjoy the
spotlight, as most humans do, but
it’s not my whole raison d’etre. My
purpose is to keep the state from
becoming all-domineering, all
powerful.’’
Kunstler’s client list read like a
Who’s Who of the American
court: the defendants in the Attica
prison riot, Black Panthers, the
Berrigan brothers’ draft protest,
Indian activist Leonard Peltier, flag
burner Gregory Johnson, District of
Columbia Mayor Marion Barry,

Central Park rapist Yusef Salaam.
He handled some cases only
fleetingly. Marlon Brando fired him
from his son Christian’s murderdefense team after Kunstler
publicly compared the judge to a
toad.
Admirers saw Kunstler as a
smart, courageous litigator, and he
had some remarkable successes. He
helped clear Egyptian immigrant
El Sayyid Nosair in the assassination of militant
Rabbi Meir Kahane, despite
eyewitnesses who testified he had
shot him. Nosair was convicted
only on a weapons’s count.
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versity.
“I truly hope this ceremony
created a sense of nostalgia, and
excitement that prevailed in the
1896 ceremony,” Flock said.
“With the earlier Centennial
activities and this ceremony, the
university and the local community will have grown closer
together.”
“This is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity for those associated
with Eastern to relive the past and
share in the excitement of the
time,” said Bobbie Hilke,
Centennial coordinator, in a press
release.
“Throughout
Eastern’s
Centennial year, we have planned
historic events that bring the university and local community
together,” Hilke added. “We hope
to continue that tradition with this
nostalgic event marking the conclusion of our 100th anniver-

345-3919

4th

being placed in the new capsule
were chosen to best reflect life at
Eastern today.
“We wanted to keep the tradition alive by placing another time
capsule in the cornerstone,”
Flock said. “The new capsule
won’t be opened until the year
2095.”
Among the items being
removed from the old capsule are
copies of various newspapers
from the week the capsule was
buried, a set of 2,000-year-old
gold and silver coins, an invitation and program of the 1896 ceremony and a list of Eastern’s
graduating class of 1896, Flock
said.
Following the ceremony, all
the items removed from the capsule will be put on display at
Booth Library.
Flock said the ceremony will
be a landmark event for the uni-

1335 Monroe

$

Lincoln Ave.
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JOHN COX/Photo editor
Bobbi Hilke, Centennial coordinator, checks the hole in Old Main
where the time capsule was being kept last Thursday afternoon with
physical plant workers Thomas Rennels (left) and Virgil Baker look on
after removing the 1000-pound cornerstone.
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The Sorority of Service & Sisterhood
Sept. 5 • 5:30
An Informational in University Ballroom
Sept. 6 • 5:30
Business Meeting in Charleston/Mattoon rm.
Sept. 7 • 5:30
Picnic at the Campus Pond

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA
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Historical pieces that have
been entombed in the foundation
of Old Main for 100 years will
be uncovered Thursday as the
university replaces its time capsule that has been buried since
1896.
The 1896 capsule will be
replaced with a new one at a ceremony at 4 p.m. Thursday on the
north lawn of Old Main. The
removal of the capsule, which is
located under a 1,000-pound cornerstone at the northeast entrance
to the building, marks the end of
Eastern’s Centennial Celebration.
As the finale to the Centennial
Celebration, Gov. Jim Edgar, a
Charleston native and Eastern
graduate, will be honored at the
time capsule ceremony for being
a member of the “Centennial
100,” a group of distinguished
individuals who have made significant contributions to Eastern
over the past 100 years.
The cornerstone laying ceremony will be performed by John
R. Louden, Jr., grand master of
the Grand Lodge of Illinois A.F.
& A.M.
At the ceremony, a new capsule will again be buried within
Old Main and will include several items relevant to the day
including a 1995 Spring
Commencement
Program,
Eastern campus map, various
newspapers from Sept. 7 of this
year, a 1994-95 Faculty/Staff
Directory and an Eastern athletic
letter.
The new cornerstone covering
the capsule will also bear the
inscriptions of Edgar and trustees
from the Board of Governors,
Eastern’s governing body.
Shelly Flock, Eastern’s director
of public affairs, said the items
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Smoking policy soils campus, tradition
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Technology is only
worthwhile fee hike
proposed this year
Editor’s note: First in a series on proposed student
fee increases.
Eastern wants more than $600,000 a year – $26
per student per semester – in new student fee
money to fund athletics, computer technology, the
Health Service, Grant-in-Aid and the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The Student Senate must vote on each of these
increases except Grant-in-Aid. When they do
decide, senate members should deny every increase
request except technology. The Athletic Department, Health Service and Union don’t deserve
the money.
Athletic Department
officials say a $5 fee
increase in their department would let them eliminate a 50-cent entrance fee to sporting events and
continue their push for gender equity. The Athletic
Department already gets $32.55 per student per
semester – more than $710,000 in fees a year.
But the Student Senate need only look at the
February election to see what students think of
eliminating entry fees versus fee increases.
Students voted 435-221 against increasing fees to
eliminate entry fees to University Board events.
Fifty cents is a more than reasonable price to ask
students to pay for a university sporting event. If
the Athletic Department needs more money, entry
fees could be increased to 60 or 70 cents.
Students who don’t go to sporting events
shouldn’t pay for the ones that do attend.
Also, while gender equity is a worthy goal that
deserves support, adding women’s sports and
scholarships should be done by cutting men’s sports
– not raising student fees.
On the other hand, a $10-a-semester increase for
additional technology is money well spent as long
as the funds go toward computers and not paying
for staff salaries. More than 20 percent of $200,000
in fee money collected each year for technology is
used for salaries.
The technology proposal states that new fee
money would be used to upgrade obsolete computers and buy new ones for classes. If this is true,
there shouldn’t be a need to spend the money on
new staff. The senate should pass this increase on
the condition none of the money goes to salaries.

The more students pay for
tuition, the more the university
seems to take away.
Beginning this fall, Eastern’s
campus buildings became smokefree. This means it’s against policy
to smoke a cigarette in an academic
building such as Lumpkin Hall, or
to stop and take a puff in the JOHN FERAK
McDonald’s at the Martin Luther Regular columnist
King Jr. University Union.
Because of the new campus policy, the only place it’s safe to
smoke on campus is in your residence hall dorm room.
Everywhere else is taboo.
So, after two weeks of school, the question remains, has the
new smoking ban had an effect on our campus smokers?
I believe it has.
For starters, I find it disgusting to look at all the cigarette
butts lying in front of Coleman and Lumpkin halls. If I was
given a dime to pick up every one of those damn butts, I’d
probably have enough to pay for half my tuition – assuming
Eastern doesn’t raise it again.
For an institution of higher learning, you’d expect the campus would look somewhat respectable and clean. Judging by
the scores of cigarette butts on the sidewalks and grassy areas
near Coleman, it appears Eastern administrators don’t care
about the university’s outward appearance.
The message Eastern officials seem to be sending regarding the new smoking policy is: Make a mess of the campus
outside, just don’t be caught lighting up in the Union
McDonald’s anymore.
Previously, Eastern had designated smoking areas on the
second floor of the Union, in McDonald’s, some faculty
lounges and of course, the Union Vending Lounge.
And thanks to the new ban on smoking, the Vending
Lounge, another infamous campus landmark, appears to have
taken its last drag.
In my three-and-a-half years at Eastern, the Vending

Lounge always was a popular
hangout to go to study and smoke.
If you’ve ever stopped there
during mid-term or finals week,
you’ve surely noticed there are
probably more students crowded
into the Vending Lounge than at an
Eastern football game.
The fact is, for students who
wanted a nice place to study,
socialize with friends, be able to
buy a cup of coffee and light up a
couple Marlboro Lights, the
Vending Lounge was the hangout.
In previous semesters, you could walk in the Vending
Lounge at 3 a.m. on a given weeknight and notice the clouds
of smoke hovering above the room. On many of those nights,
the coffee machine may have been out of order. Students,
however, never seemed to be out of smokes.
Whether they were biology, speech communication or even
history majors, the Vending Lounge crowd always had one
thing in common – they came there to study and smoke. Firsttime visitors who found the Vending Lounge’s second-hand
smoke repulsive and disgusting usually found their way to the
door and never came back.
Last week the Vending Lounge resembled a graveyard. Its
tables were empty and no one was in there studying. I’m sure
Eastern’s smoking ban had everything to do with it.
As smoking remains off-limits there, the Vending Lounge
will be a boring, lifeless place to study. It may still be too
early to predict its demise, but I doubt the Vending Lounge
will ever regain its notoriety and personality.
But administrators beware, student smokers have taken
their nicotine habit elsewhere. As long as university officials
don’t have a problem with Eastern looking like the giant ashtray it resembles outside Coleman Hall, neither do I.

“If I was given a
dime to pick up
every one of
those damn
butts, I’d probably have enough
to pay for half
my tuition . . .”

– John Ferak is senior news reporter and a regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

Wednesday: Health Service and the Union.

“

today’s quote

Let them look well after their own
expense, and they may safely trust
private people with theirs.
– Adam Smith

Students should join
their boards, councils
and get empowered
Dear editor:
I wanted to take this opportunity to
inform students on two issues.
First, Eastern students who are looking to be involved with Student
Government and at the same time fulfill their academic endeavors may be
interested in applying for a position on
one of the many boards and councils
supervised under Student Government.
Most of the boards and councils
meet only once or twice a month and
students serving on boards as voting
members can help decide how student
activity fee money should be spent
within the departments of their respective board or council. Members also
look into other issues pertaining to the
areas in which their board or council
deals with. I encourage students to
pick up an application in the Student
Activities Office in Room 201 of the

your turn
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union; for this is an opportunity to
help decide how your dollars are
spent!
Secondly, as student body vice president for student affairs, I would like to
urge students to use my office, as well
as Student Government as a whole, as
a source of information, action and
voice. The branches of Student
Government cannot make fundamental
changes on campus if your input is not
brought to us. We can only seek so
much information, and this is why we
as a student body must work together
to truly “empower” ourselves. Until
then, “empowerment” is only a buzz
word. It is up to the students of Eastern
to make the word “empowerment” a
real part of our lives here on campus.
My hope is that students will
become more involved with Student
Government and hence Eastern’s campus by taking action on either of these

two issues. Best of luck to you all this
fall semester and please let Student
Government know what it can do for
you.

Lisa M. Garrison
Student vice president for student
affairs

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages
letters to the editor concerning any
local, state, national or international
issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, in addition to the
author’s address and telephone number, must be included. If necessary, letters will be edited according to length
and space at the discretion of the editorial page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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The Faculty Senate Tuesday
is expected to clarify the issue
of downsizing in faculty that
was mentioned in an Aug. 28
letter to the editor published in
The Daily Eastern News.
The senate meets at 2 p.m.
today in the BOG Room of
Booth Library.
The letter, written by senate
member John Allison, claims
that Eastern President David
Jorns and acting Provost Terry
Weidner told Allison in a July
senate Executive Committee
meeting that plans were in mind
to downsize faculty by three
methods.
Allison said ideas by Jorns
and Weidner were to downsize
faculty by replacing fewer retiring faculty, renewing fewer temporary faculty and combine or
eliminate some departments
resulting in fewer faculty positions.
“It sounded like a misinterpretation to me between Allison
and the administration,” senate
member French Fraker said.
“With some clarification
between the two interpretations,
we should get to the bottom of
the situation.”
Fraker said Allison may have
been putting a “different spin”
on the conversation which simply needs to be clarified.
Allison said Weidner recently
distributed a letter to all deans
and department chairs saying
Allison’s letter was not true.
According to Weidner, the
July executive meeting was
used to discuss opportunities for
colleges and departments to
attain savings through “innovative approaches,” Allison said.
“It is a pointless distinction to
make, if the central administration doesn’t provide enough
money for colleges and departments to maintain a stable number of faculty members, the faculty population will drop,”
Allison said.
“I just think Allison may
have his own recollection of the
meeting,” Weidner said.
Weidner said he is not aware
of any downsizing in faculty
planned for the future.
“If (possible faculty downsizing) is in fact the case, then faculty should be more aware of
what’s going to happen,” senate
member Hal Nordin said. “It
would make it increasingly difficult on faculty who remain, if
the faculty numbers drop.”
In other business, the senate
is expected to continue discussion regarding Eastern Lobbyist
Chris Merrifield’s salary increase and the duties that pertain to her position.
Fraker said most discussion
will probably be held until next
week’s senate meeting when
Merrifield is expected to visit
the senate to answer any questions surrounding her job.
“I believe the salary issue is
basically clear in the minds of
most faculty,” Fraker said. “I
suspect most questions will
focus on how and when
Merrifield will be able to attain
state funding.”

ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00

By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
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It’s the Eastern Dayplanner
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to discuss
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EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm

Jerry’s Pizza
& Pub

Corner of 4th and Lincoln
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA
•SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETTI
•GARLIC BREAD
$3.99 Plus Tax

ΣΝ

Children 10 and under eat for $2.00

345-2844

ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00

R
U
S
H SNAKES
Meet the Chapter over a
FREE STEAK DINNER.

ΣΝ

TONIGHT: 5:30 pm / 1005 Greek Ct.

Sigma
Nu
Fraternity

Week’s Events
TUES 5:30 p.m. Open House and
Steak Dinner
Meet the Chapter
WED 5:30 p.m. V-Ball with the Snakes
All You Can Eat Domino’s
THR

5:30 p.m. Pig-Out with the Snakes
All You Can Eat Barbeque

FRI

6:00 p.m. Honor Spaghetti Dinner
Formal Smoker

Call for Rides and Information: 581-6898
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City Council to vote
on alcohol policy
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday will vote on a new
liquor ordinance that will regulate the number of opportunities
businesses can serve alcohol at
special events.
The ordinance, which was
unanimously voted to put on
record for public inspection since
Aug. 15, would allow local businesses without liquor licenses
three opportunities to serve liquor
at special events over the course
of the year.
In addition, the ordinance will
not affect “possession of alcoholic liquor for personal use in a
commercial establishment where
that personal use is limited to
occasional consumption by
employees of the establishment
only.”
The council will meet at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Council Chambers
in the Municipal Building, 520
Jackson Ave.
City commissioner Greg

Stewart said the ordinance gives
Charleston business owners more
freedom than the original ordinance.
The council’s first tried to
implement a policy where businesses would have to apply for a
one-day liquor license to serve
alcohol at an event. This idea was
met with resistance, however,
with three members of the council, including Stewart, voting in
opposition.
The new ordinance follows the
council’s original attempt to close
some loopholes in a city ordinance that was defeated in court
earlier this year.
Bob Taylor, executive director
of the Charleston Chamber of
Commerce, termed the ordinance
now under examination “the closest thing to a win-win situation
we are going to get.”
Stewart said he expects the city
council to approve the ordinance.
“Since it was put on public
record with a 5-0 vote, there is a
good possibility it will pass,”
Stewart said.

2 extra days to add
classes may be
dropped in future
By AMY GREUEL
Staff writer
Eastern students had two extra
days to add classes to their schedule
this semester, but that may not be
the case in the future.
The last day students could add a
class was Aug. 25 – five days after
classes began. In the past, students
had three days to add classes.
Officials from the Academic
Assistance Center are planning to
discuss the policy with university
officials in hopes to change back to
the original three day addition period, said Academic Adviser
Deborah Barker.
“Students and faculty are at a disadvantage with this policy,” Barker
said in regards to giving students
five additional days instead of
three. “The student could miss the
first entire week of classes.”
The attendance policy does not
permit excessive absences and by
missing the first week of class, students may be jeopardizing their

grades if the instructors do not
understand the situations, Barker
said.
“Some students may procrastinate and won’t add classes until the
last day. Then the student tries to
find a syllabus and class notes,” she
added.
Academic Assistance Director
Mary Kelm said the three extra
days to add a class could be harmful to the students.
“It’s an academic disservice,” she
said. “A full week is a long time to
miss, it puts the student in a catchup position at the beginning of the
semester.”
However, Kelm said it may not
be a problem if a student is well
focused.
She said the policy has not been
completely negative because students have enjoyed the flexibility.
They have the additional time to
try something new and decide if
they like it, Kelm said. And if they
don’t, they can still change their
class.

Senate appointments,
new members named
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
The Student Senate Wednesday approved new members to fill
various board and committee
vacancies.
A total of four new senate
members were approved, replacing former senate members who
either did not return to Eastern or
could not remain in Student
Senate due to class conflicts. One
appointment also filled an opening from last spring semester.
The senate Wednesday
approved the appointments of the
following senate members: Brian
Brown, a sophomore business
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education major; Tim Farritor, a
junior accounting major; Tiffany
Abbott, a junior psychology
major; and Kelly Brown, a sophomore elementary education major.
Senate speaker Kevin Piket
said the new senate members
were selected by submitting an
application and interviewing with
the Senate’s Legislative Leadership committee.
The senate also approved the
appointment of Derik Day to the
Textbook Advisory Board. Day is
a senior marketing major.
Senate members Nora Strong
and Pat Scanlan were placed on
the university Housing Committee.

Special Olympics
Family Festival

Volunteers Needed!!
We need volunteers to be a “Friend for a Day”
at Lake Land College from 7:30 am to 2:30 pm.

Saturday, September 16, 1995
Volunteer meeting in Coleman Auditorium at 5:45 pm,
September 12 please come if you are volunteering and
have submitted the form..Forms to volunteer are available in 112 Buzzard Building. Forms are due in 112BB
by September 8 at 4 pm.

HOSTED BY

DELTA CHI
RUSH EVENTS
Tuesday
Sept. 5, 1995

6:00

DELTA CHI COOKOUT
with the ladies of EIU

Wednesday
Sept. 6, 1995

6:00

Thursday
Sept. 7, 1995

6:00

PIZZA FEAST
with the men of Delta
Chi featuring Papa
John’s Pizza
LA BAMBA Night
“Enough Said”

Friday
Sept. 8, 1995

6:00

ΔΧ

FORMAL SMOKER

For Rides and Information

Delta Chi House
1012 Greek Court
581-6790 • 348-1218
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Student flees from police
after alcohol violations
By BETSY COLE and
BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff editors
An Eastern student was arrested on alcohol
charges at 8:25 p.m. Thursday near Lantz
Gym after fleeing on foot from a counselor in
Thomas Hall.
Daniel Kahn, 18, of 312 Thomas Hall, was
arrested by campus police Thursday after
being questioned by a hall counselor.
Thomas Hall Associate Counselor John
Kohl reported the questionable validity of an
ID which Kahn presented and claimed he
was a “visitor”, according to a university
police report. Kohl found Kahn, who identified himself as Joseph McKeown, in a
Thomas Hall dorm room with a large quantity of beer.
Kahn was intoxicated and stated he was
visiting a Matt Burke in Douglas Hall.
The fact that Kahn didn’t know his social
security number, made Kohl suspicious of his
true identity, according to the report.
Kahn later ran out of Thomas Hall, northbound toward Lumpkin and was caught by
University Police on the east side of Lantz.
Kahn was cuffed and taken to the
University Police Department. Kahn said he
was a guest of Matt Burke in Douglas Hall
since Tuesday and was driven to Eastern by a
friend named John McKeown.

Kahn, posing as McKeown, said he was a
student at Richard J. Daly College in
Chicago.
According to the police report, Kahn said
he consumed one-half of a fifth of Southern
Comfort in the Thomas Hall room where he
was first confronted. Kahn also said he
bought the beer found in the dorm room for
underage subjects.
When Matt Burke was interviewed, he said
Kahn was actually his roommate. Burke
knew Kahn’s ID was fraudulent but didn’t
know how it was obtained.
Reporting officer Sgt. Hatfill then transported Kahn to the Coles County Jail.
Kahn was charged with the following
offenses:
■illegal possession of alcohol by a minor,
■ illegal consumption of alcohol by a
minor,
• unlawful delivery of alcoholic liquor to a
minor,
■obstructing justice and
■ possession of an Illinois ID card which
has been altered.
In other Charleston police cases over the
weekend:
• Amy M. Bach, 19, was arrested by
Charleston police at 1:25 a.m. Friday along
the 900 block of Fourth St. for the purchase
or acceptance of alcohol by a minor and for
frequenting a licensed liquor establishment.

Parking permits on sale
for underclass students
Approximately 150 underclass permits
will go on sale today from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the University Police Department, said
Campus Police Assistant Chief Kevin
Kersey.
Underclass permits were not for sale during the first two weeks of school because
the police did not know how many parking
spaces would be available after the upperclass students purchased their permits.
“By driving around at various times, we
observed empty space in Greek Court and
one-third of the stadium lot,” Kersey said.
“And the stadium lot was being used temporarily by those underclassmen who were
previously unable to buy permits.”

ML & BL

Eastern sorority gears up
for its silver anniversary
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. this
week will be celebrating both the 25th
anniversary of their chapter and the
opening of the new house in Greek
Court.
The sorority was founded on Eastern’s
campus 25 years ago and this week will
be commemorating the anniversary.
The biggest event of the celebration
will be the ribbon cutting ceremony at 7
p.m. Friday to show off their new house
in Greek Court, said DeReese Parram,
alumnus of the sorority.
Parrum said the sorority “has pride in
the fact that we can say it is the first
black Greek house in the state of Illinois
and one of the first in the nation.”
The sorority began in 1971 with 10
founders and has grown to over 200
members, said Parrum.

LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Chicken Fajita Salad (with Coffee or Tea)
Reuben With Fries
Tossed Garden Salad

Parrum said she believes the integration of black and white sororities in
Greek Court will “open doors with black
and white Greek relations.”
“It’s a real accomplishment to be able
to say we have this house now.”
The week long anniversary celebration
begins today and will end Sunday with a
5-kilometer move-a-thon to benefit
Coles County Habitat For Humanity.
Sign up for the move-a-thon is from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday in Coleman
Hall. Parrum said the cost is $2.
Other events throughout the week
include “Carnival On The Quad,” a
candy sale and a lip sync contest sponsored with Taylor Hall.
During the week, students can also
help support the non-violence movement
by picking up a “Our Black Men Are
Dying And Delta Cares” purple ribbon in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, Parrum added.

The Tuesday Special
ONE LARGE
TWO LARGE
1 ITEM PIZZA OR 1 ITEM PIZZAS
FOR $5.55
FOR $10.98

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON
$4.50
$3.95
$2.95

FRIED CHICKEN DINNER $4.50

Top 40 CD & Video Night
FREE Giveaways • Super Specials

Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover &
American Express
Accepted

TM

Grinders, your off campus study place,
Now Open Daily!

ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM. AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00

It’s the Eastern Dayplanner
EVERYONE’S been asking about!!
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Mon - Fri • Sept. 11-15
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in the Bookstore Lobby
of the University Union
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While everyone arrives back from Labor Day weekend, Amy Decker, a senior speech
communication major, decides to play football with her friends in front of the Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority house on Monday afternoon.

345-7849

RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY
$1.25
$2.05
$2.05

Football follies

By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor

Underclass permits are $75 a semester
and $150 a year, Kersey said. These permits are valid on the west side of the stadium lot, the Ninth Street parking lot, the
Carman Hall student lot and all parking lots
next to Greek Court buildings.
Students parking in the stadium lot will
have to move their vehicles every
Thursday for driver’s training classes,
Kersey said. Any student lot will be open as
substitute parking on those days.
Students also have to move their vehicles
from the stadium lot Saturday if there is a
home football game. Any vehicle unmoved
on those days could be towed at the owners
expense.

345-7849
16OZ. DRAFTS
DAIQUIRI’S
BAR MIXERS

SARAH WONG/Staff photographer

ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00 • ONLY $4.00

Fast Free Delivery!
Carry-out in just 20 minutes!!

*Tax not included in price.

348-5454

215 Lincoln Ave. Charleston

Delta Sigma Phi
PRESENTS

Taste of ΔΣΦ
ALL YOU CAN EAT WINGS, SUBS & PIZZA
5:30 P.M. TONIGHT AT THE DELTA SIG HOUSE
1001 GREEK COURT
For rides and Information call:
Bill at 581-6517 or 581-6893

Rush ΔΣΦ

Always.. one step ahead
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Dudley House opens readings
for the 8th-straight year tonight
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
The Dudley House will hold
its first open poetry reading of
the school year tonight, continuing the eight-year stretch of poetry at Eastern.
Nan Hennings, director of literature for the Coles County Arts
Council, said “the readings are a
pretty opportunity for poets and
poetry lovers” to enjoy poetry
with those who also appreciate
it.
The Dudley House readings,
which began as a place for estab-

lished faculty poets to read to
others, quickly expanded to the
current open poetry sessions,
Hennings said.
The first session of the year is
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the historic Dudley House, 895 Seventh
St.
The downstairs of the house
was restored in 1985 in post
World War I decor, similar to the
way Dr. Gerry Dudley had the
house decorated when he lived
there in the early 1900’s. Dudley
was a prominent physician in the
Charleston community in the
early 20th Century.

The original woodwork, which
is extensive and complicated
decoration, still remains in the
downstairs and helps create the
historic setting, Hennings added.
Hennings encourages new
poets to participate in the readings.
“This setting especially
appeals to the budding poet who
doesn’t otherwise have a chance
to read,” she said.
Hennings also said the readings are sometimes centered
around a particular event such as
women’s history month where
women poets are featured.

Serb commander rejects order
to remove weapons from area
Mladic says order
can’t be followed
without referendum
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) –
Defying a NATO threat of airstrikes even as his
bosses appeared ready to give in, the Bosnian Serb
military commander rejected an ultimatum Monday
to pull his heavy weapons out of range of Sarajevo.
In a letter to the U.N. commander, Gen. Ratko
Mladic said he couldn’t order the 540 weapons
withdrawn without a popular referendum and
approval by the Bosnian Serb parliament.
The letter arrived at U.N. regional headquarters
in Zagreb, Croatia, just 3 hours before an 11 p.m.
(5 p.m. EDT) NATO deadline for the Serbs to start
withdrawing the weapons – or face more air raids
by alliance warplanes.
The deadline passed with no sign of Serb moves
to comply, opening the way for new air attacks. In
Pale, the Bosnian Serb stronghold southeast of

Sarajevo, the streets were deserted as NATO jets
roared overhead.
U.N. commander Lt. Gen. Bernard Janvier was
considering how to respond, spokesman Chris
Gunness said a few minutes before the deadline.
He said a decision was expected in a ``few hours.’’
Mladic’s letter “did not sufficiently address the
conditions put forth by Gen. Janvier, nor the conditions put forth by NATO,’’ said U.N. spokeswoman
Leah Melnick.
Bosnian Serb leaders, taking a more conciliatory
position, had agreed to ease the siege of Sarajevo,
but Mladic’s letter made clear that they would have
trouble getting their generals to keep their promises.
The letter from the political leaders expressed
“overall compliance’’ with the U.N. demands, U.N.
officials said.
Those demands were an immediate halt to
attacks on Sarajevo and other U.N. “safe areas,’’ a
withdrawal of heavy weapons to 12 miles from
Sarajevo and the complete freedom of movement
for aid workers and U.N. personnel.
Mladic’s letter said the politicians had no right to
agree to such demands.

Back to School
Bash!
Thursday, September 7th
4:00 PM - 10:00 PM
FOOD • FUN • PRIZES
WOR THINGTON INN
Charleston
348-8161

Bring your ID for a
FREE raffle ticket!

DELTA SIGMA PI
EIU’s Coed Business Fraternity

Fall Recruitment
“Meet The Chapter”
Tuesday, September 5th
7:00 pm in the
Coleman Auditorium

ΦΔΘ

CONGRATULATIONS
to Phi Delta Theta on
Getting a New Chapter House
located at 1102 Sixth Street
All Students and Faculty
are invited to visit at
Open House All Week!
For More Information see our Rush
Schedule or Call Jason at 348-8550
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W/1 TOPPING
DELIVERED
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All You Can Eat LaBamba
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Where: Greek Court
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ONLY
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348-1626
®

MGR. RANDY CARREON

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

CALL FOR OTHER GREAT DEALS!

You’ll Find It Here!!!!!
For rides & info call 581- 6827
®
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Hillary addresses
international leaders
Hopes to end
second class
treatment of
women
BEIJING (AP) – After sharp
criticism about her participation, Hillary Rodham Clinton
arrived Tuesday for a global
conference to make the case that
treating women as second-class
citizens undercuts economic and
social progress around the
world.
“It is important that America
play a leadership role at this
conference,’’ the first lady said
in a speech at a refueling stop in
Guam.
“Issues of concern to women
are crucial not only to the economic and social progress of
our nation, but of every other
nation,’’ Mrs. Clinton said.
Madeleine Albright, the U.S.
ambassador to the United
Nations, said the United States
will make clear where it stands
on human rights, even though
Mrs. Clinton is not expected to
single out China for its abuses.
“I don’t think anybody’s
going to be in doubt’’ about the
U.S. position, Albright told
reporters on Mrs. Clinton’s
plane.
Albright also fired back at
criticism that the conference is
pursuing a radical agenda. She
said that was “a deliberate misunderstanding of what this conference is about. I think, basically, there are people that
would prefer to have women do
something else.’’
In her Guam speech, Mrs.
Clinton said the 45-member
U.S. delegation was comprised
of Democrats and Republicans,
liberals and conservatives who
speak with one voice in trying
to advance the causes of
women.

“The main goal of the United
States’ delegation,’’ she said,
“will be to promote policies
around the world – including in
our own country – that improve
the status of women, children
and family and enable all
women to fulfill their Godgiven potential by making the
choices that are right for them.
“There is no preordained
choice,’’ she said.
The conference will focus
world attention on issues “that
matter most to women, children
and families,’’ Mrs. Clinton
said, naming education, health
care, economic opportunity,
freedom from violence and the
protection of human rights.
In Beijing, Mrs. Clinton was
greeted by two Chinese protocol
officers and U.S. embassy
employees, then went to her
hotel. The highway into the city
and the downtown streets were
empty of cars or people in the
early morning hours following a
13-hour flight from Hawaii and
the refueling stop in Guam.
An acrid haze of pollution
hung over the airport as Mrs.
Clinton’s Air Force jet landed.
On Tuesday afternoon, she
will address the U.N.-sponsored
Fourth World Conference on
Women as honorary head of the
American delegation. Representatives of 181 nations are
attending the meeting.
U.S. officials fear pressure
groups will demonstrate during
her visit Wednesday to the
Beijing suburb of Huairou to
speak to a parallel meeting of
unofficial women’s groups
called the NGO Forum.
Members of Amnesty
International, which has condemned the Chinese tactics,
scouted out the site where Mrs.
Clinton is to give a speech.
They will unfurl a 25-squarefoot banner for human rights
signed by nearly 1,000 women
from around the world, said
spokesman Casey Kelso.

It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!

$1.00 Miller Genuine
Red Bottles
$1.00 Well Drinks
No Cover • Open at 7

Byrd’s Cleaners
Located on S. 4th St.
around
the curve
M-F
6:30-5:30
Sat 7-12

345-4546

Advertise
with

The Daily
Eastern News

to become a

SPECIAL EVENTS COORDINATOR
AND

COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
• Pick up applications now in
room 201, University Union
• All applications due in room 201,
University Union by Tuesday,
September 5 by 12:00 pm

UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
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Rush
1995
Taste of ΔΣΦ.. . . . . . . . . . . . .5:30 p.m.
Cookout & Volleyball.. . . . . . . . 6:00 p.m.
Pizza Feast.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Formal Smoker.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6:30 p.m.

FALL
Tues. Sept. 5th
Wed. Sept. 6th
Thurs. Sept. 7th
Fri. Sept. 8th
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32 YEARS OF PRIDE ON ÉASTERN’S CAMPUS

For rides or information call Bill at 581-6517 or 581-6893
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Chance to win a trek bike!
DRAWING ENDS SEPT. 19!

UNIVERSITY BOARD
Wants You!!

TAU KAPPA
EPSILON
Rush Functions:

• Tuesday, Sept. 5
• Wednesday, Sept. 6
• Thursday, Sept. 7
• Friday, Sept. 8

“Night At The Races” Featuring Papa John’s Pizza
with the women of EIU at the
ΑΣΑ Sorority House
“Fire and Ice” Killer Chili and Ice Cream
with the women of EIU at the
ΑΓΔ Sorority House
“Mardi-Gras Graffiti Night” New Orleans Subs
with the women of EIU at the
ΑΣΑ Sorority House
“Formal Non-Smoker” Featuring Jerry’s Pizza
with the women of EIU at the
ΦΣΣ Sorority House

• OAKLEY SUNGLASSES GIVEN AWAY EACH NIGHT!!!

For Rides or Information, Call:
Tod Rejolec • 348-5362 • Mario Merlano • 581-2408 • Ed Boswell • 581-8050
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cal, and the Senate’s 46 Democrats
are largely united in denouncing
the legislation as the ``Home
Alone’’ bill because it has no guarantee of child care for single mothers who would be required to
work.
“Dole has got himself a real
dilemma,’’ says Gary L. Bauer,
president of the Family Research
Council, a conservative research
and advocacy group devoted to
domestic policy and family issues.
On the one hand, he said, Dole
is under pressure from conservatives like himself and Gramm to
use the welfare bill to send a tough
message to teen-age mothers who
get pregnant and ask taxpayers to
support their children.
“Subsidizing illegitimacy is a
recipe for perpetuating welfare
dependency,’’ Bauer and other
conservatives, including the
Christian Coalition’s Ralph E.
Reed Jr., told Dole in a recent letter.
Dole must also satisfy more
moderate Senate Republicans, who
oppose prohibitions on aid to teenagers and children born to women
already on welfare.
If he leans to the right, it’s not
clear that Dole will have the
majority he needs, Bauer said. But
if Dole slights conservatives, it’s
also not clear that he’ll have the
votes to push the bill through.
Bauer believes it would be a disaster for both Dole and President
Clinton, who promised three years
ago to “end welfare as we know
it,’’ if the Senate is unable to write
a bill that can be signed into law.
The House approved its welfare
overhaul in March.

−
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Across from Old Main

Come Enjoy the Brotherhood.
For Rides & Info. Call 345-5374
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One 14” Large
Garden Special
®

8

$

95

Limited Time ONLY
Not Valid with any other Coupon.
Valid ONLY at participating stores.

1 LARGE 2
Toppings Pizza $796

When you need to
stretch your food
budget, let Papa
John’s® help you
out. Use the coupons
to enjoy some great
pizza values.

LUNCH
DELIVERY
STARTS
AT
11 A.M.

Perfect
Pizza
Everyday.

–or–

®

2 LARGE 2
Toppings Pizzas $1296

348-8282

Limited Time ONLY
Additional Toppings 95¢ each.
Not Valid with any other Coupon.
Valid ONLY at participating stores.

426 W. Lincoln
Serving Charleston & EIU
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON
RUSH EVENTS
Tuesday
Sept. 5, 1995

6:00

Live Band
“Fulton’s Point”
with All-You-Can-Eat
Papa John’s Pizza

Wednesday
Sept. 6, 1995

6:00

DJ Andy Miles
City Sound
Entertainment
Backyard Barbeque

Thursday
Sept. 7, 1995

6:00

Mexican Fiesta

Friday

6:00

Formal Smoker

Located in the back of Greek Court. For Rides or Info.,
Craig 345-3893 or Mike 581-3610
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WASHINGTON (AP) –
Working behind the scenes last
month, Republicans settled some
of the disputes that kept the Senate
from overhauling anti-poverty programs and requiring single mothers to work in return for a monthly
welfare check.
But an emotional sticking point
– and a politically risky issue for
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
– remains as lawmakers return this
week and try to close a deal on
welfare reform, the cornerstone of
the GOP’s social agenda.
Some conservatives, led by
GOP presidential contender Phil
Gramm of Texas, continue to insist
that the legislation bar unmarried
teen-age mothers from receiving
cash support as a way of discouraging out-of-wedlock births.
Other conservatives, including
anti-abortion forces, say cutting off
these welfare checks will force
young women to have abortions
and increase the likelihood that
they will not finish high school.
Presidential politics, Democratic
opposition, and the GOP rift over
illegitimate births forced Dole, RKan., to postpone debate on his
welfare bill last month.
Dole, who is also seeking the
Republican nomination for president, has since worked out several
compromises to appease critics,
who range from GOP moderates to
Christian conservatives.
Dole’s concessions include a
ban on aid to immigrants, demanded by Gramm, and for moderates,
an exemption from mandatory
work requirements for mothers of
children under age 1.
But some critics remain skepti-

Tonight at the ΚΔΡ House
Steak and Potatoes
6 - 8 p.m.
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Senate leaders expect
to close welfare deal

RUSH
KAPPA DELTA RHO

−

counties, particularly in the suburban Chicago area.
In these counties, there was a
net gain of 137,000 jobs – 13.2
percent – led by Du Page County
with an 18 percent gain.
Overall, 23 of the state’s 102
counties lost jobs.
Those people with jobs are
working 68 more hours a year
than they were 10 years ago,
mainly with second jobs.
Nonetheless, in 61 counties,
average wages fell when adjusted
for inflation. Wages declined in
24 of the 34 Southern Illinois
counties, in 20 of the 35 counties
in central Illinois and in 10 of the
16 counties in western Illinois.
In northern Illinois’ Boone
County, jobs fell 24 percent and
wages declined 12.6 percent; in
western Illinois’ Henry County
jobs were down 15.8 percent and
wages dropped 1.2 percent; and
in Perry County in Southern
Illinois, jobs were off by 19.3
percent and wages by 9 percent.
And in the Chicago area’s
Kendall County jobs grew by
16.8 percent but wages fell by
11.1 percent.
There’s been a general cutback
in benefits, too. Between 1989
and 1993, the share of Illinoisans
covered by employer-sponsored
health insurance fell to 60 percent
from 66 percent.

ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ
− ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ − ΚΔΡ

Business prosperity
has yet to produce
more Illinois jobs
By The Associated Press
The prosperity enjoyed by
Illinois businesses over the last
few years has failed to translate
into more and better-paying jobs
for many of the state’s workers, a
new study concludes.
In fact, the percentage of
employed Illinoisans declined
from 1989 to 1993 and many of
the jobs that were gained were in
the low-paying service areas,
such as restaurants, building
cleaning and duplicating.
``This is the most significant
political issue we’re facing,’’ said
Tom Balanoff, an executive with
the
Service
Employees
International Union and Chicago
chairman of Jobs with Justice.
The national coalition of unions,
churches and community agencies commissioned the study.
The state’s economic output
grew by 23 percent during the
four years leading into 1993, well
ahead of both inflation and the
rest of the Great Lakes region.
But during this period, the
state lost well-paying factory jobs
while gaining 80,000 low-paying
service jobs. The biggest raises
were in industries where jobs are
disappearing, while service workers are on the bottom of the payraise scale.
While the overall picture
drawn by the study has a dark
hue, it’s a brighter story in some
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Dole wants English declared
as the U.S. official language
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) – Declaring that the government must “end its war on traditional American values,’’ Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole told the
American Legion convention Monday that English
must be recognized as the country’s official language.
Opening his fall presidential campaign, Dole promoted a constitutional amendment banning the desecration of the American flag and he protested proposed
national history standards that he said belittle Western
culture.
Dole declared that the language, history and values
that hold the country together “are under attack from
our government and from intellectual elites who seem
embarrassed by America.’’ Dole said insisting that all
citizens are fluent in English is an act of inclusion and
would combat divisive forces in the country.

Campaigning in GOP presidential rival Sen. Dick
Lugar’s home state, Dole:
Declared that “Western tradition and American
greatness must be taught in our schools. And the federal
government must end its war on traditional American
values.’’
Assailed affirmative action, saying, “Instead of making things better, it has made things worse.’’ He
pledged to keep pressing for legislation to bar the government “from ever using quotas, set asides or other
race-based preferences in any form.’’
Blamed liberal, academic elites for a proposed
Smithsonian Institution exhibit on dropping the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima at the end of World War II.
“Somehow the Japanese were painted not as the
aggressors, but as the victims of World War II,’’ he said.

Gingrich candidacy hedges
on Powell’s political decision

SARAH WONG\Staff Photographer

Fisherman
Tom Minard, a graduate student, majoring in finance, enjoys a relaxing Monday afternoon as he fished at the Campus Pond. Minard had
caught one fish during his first hour of angling.

MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) – House
Speaker Newt Gingrich said
Monday that his decision to run for
president hinges in part on what
retired Gen. Colin Powell decides
about his own political ambitions.
The Georgia Republican has
already said he will make a decision
by the end of the year.
“Powell’s decision will have a
big impact. He clearly is one of the
people who has an ability, nationwide, to get an organization
overnight ... If he were to decide to
run in November that would clearly
make it less likely I would run,’’ he

said.
Races – presidential and otherwise – were on Gingrich’s mind
Monday. He started his Labor Day
by handing out trophies at the U.S.
10K Classic Run in his home district. Later that morning, he donated
a pint of blood in an American Red
Cross holiday blood drive outside
his office.
Gingrich said Powell’s forthcoming book, “My American Journey,’’
and publicity tour this fall will spark
further interest in Powell’s political
ambitions, just as Gingrich’s book
“To Renew America’’ and book

tour did for him.
“People will get a better chance
to get to know him. I think at that
point, there will be a substantial
amount of interest in him running,
and sometime in November, I
would guess, after he gets off the
book tour, he’s going to have to
make a very serious decision,’’
Gingrich said.
Powell’s political views are not
well known and his book, which
comes out next week, doesn’t
reveal any details other than that he
is uncomfortable with both major
parties.

When it comes to fund-raising, Clinton tops Illinois
WASHINGTON (AP) – Lacking an official campaign team in Illinois, Bill Clinton
still has raised more money from the state’s
big-ticket donors than any other presidential
candidate during the first half of the year.
On the Republican side, Sen. Bob Dole of
Kansas has overtaken Texas Sen. Phil
Gramm for the fund-raising lead from individuals who contributed at least $200
between January and July.
Illinois ranked sixth nationally, with $1.8
million given to presidential contenders from
wealthy and politically connected donors
over the first half of 1995, a computer-aided
analysis of candidate contributions found.
Clinton, seeking a repeat of his strong victory with 48.6 percent of the Illinois vote
four years ago (compared with 43 percent
nationally), raised $690,000 in six months in
$200-plus contributions. And a $1,000-per-

person fund raiser in Chicago in late June
attended by Bill and Hillary Rodham Clinton
took in about $1 million, said state
Democratic Party Chairman Gary LaPaille.
Many of those contributions will appear in
the next campaign finance reporting period.
In 1992, Clinton had close ties with many
Chicagoans.
Political strategist David Wilhelm ran the
campaign and later raised millions as head of
the Democratic National Committee; he is
now a business executive in the city, after
bowing out of a bid for the Senate in 1996.
Other important fund raisers included
William Daley, brother of Chicago’s mayor
and after the election, Clinton’s chief congressional lobbyist in getting a free trade
pact with Mexico and Canada approved; and
Chicago lawyer John Schmidt, now a top
Justice Department official.

SIGMA
CHI
Built on Tradition
1994 - Intramural Sports Champion
1994 - Peterson Award Winner for
Outstanding Sigma Chi Chapter
1994 - Phi-esta Bowl Champions
1993 - Presidents Award Winner

ΣΧ
You’ll Find It Here!!!!
For Rides & Info call 581-6827

This year, Laura Hartigan, the daughter of
former Illinois Attorney General Neil
Hartigan, is the campaign’s national finance
director.
“The Midwest and in particular Illinois
has been a strong supporter of this president,
and I think that’s reflected not only in poll
numbers but also contributions,’’ LaPaille
said.
The president has raised $5.8 million from
the highest-giving individuals this year, and
Illinois is his second-best state so far, trailing
only his home state of Arkansas ($710,000).
Republicans are eyeing Illinois – which
holds its primary March 19 along with Ohio
and Michigan – as a possible clincher or key
setup to the California primary March 26.
Dole has won the endorsement of Gov.
Jim Edgar, who is tapping his political network to aid the Senate’s majority leader

from Kansas.
“The Dole campaign considers Illinois to
be a very significant part of his plans, and
the governor has worked very hard to line up
most of the political leaders in the state to
support the senator,’’ said Andy Foster, an
Edgar political aide.
Dole had raised only $56,000 from
wealthy individuals between January and
April, but since then has taken in about
$420,000 to overcome Gramm’s early edge.
A Chicago fund raiser in May brought in
about $300,000, and Dole has since returned
for the State Fair and plans a major economic speech on Tuesday to the Economic Club
of Chicago.
“I don’t anticipate it will be difficult to
raise money here because he’s spent a lot of
time in his career here in Illinois,’’ Foster
said.

NO ZITS
NO PITS
NO DAY-OLD BREAD
NO GREASE

NO
FRIES
G R E AT S U B S I N S T E A D
JIMMY JOHN’S
“WE’LL BRING ’EM TO YA”

345-1075

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN’S
©COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN’S INC.
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA
National Sevice Fraternity
Informational Meeting

ΔΧ

TUES., SEPT. 5 8:00PM
(Shelbyville Room- Union)
WED., SEPT. 6 8:00PM
(Sullivan Room- Union)

tonight at 6:00 pm
with the ladies of EIU
for rides & info,
call 581-6790 or 348-1218

THURS., SEPT. 7 5:30- 7:00PM
(Morton Park on Lincoln Ave.)
“Come See What We’re All About”
FOR MORE INFO CALL
REBECCA 345- 4144

The Spirit of

S IGMA P I

Rush ΣΠ • Fall 1995
Tuesday, September 5th
Steak Dinner!
Come by the Sigma Pi House for all you can eat
steak dinner. Serving starts at 6 p.m.

Wednesday, September 6th
Pizza Hut Night!
Stop by the house & enjoy pizza from Pizza Hut
with the men of Sigma Pi. Serving starts at 6 p.m.

Thursday, September 7th
LaBamba Night!
Join us at the Sigma Pi House for all you can
eat burritos from LaBamba. Serving starts at 6 p.m.

Friday, September 8th
Formal Smoker
The Men of Sigma Pi & their VIP Guests invite you to the Fraternity
House for our Formal Smoker. Event starts at 6 p.m.
All events are at 956 Sixth Street • Call 345-9523 for rides & info.
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Homecoming
Best Float
Award Past
30 Years!

Grand Sage
Award
#1 Sigma Pi
Chapter in
the Nation

Greek Week
Tugs
Champs
•Big Men’s &
Little Men’s
over
15 Years.
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Dan
Fields
Associate
sports editor

Things not
always what
they seem
Not bad.
Winning on the road is one
thing, but a 31-13 season opening victory over Austin Peay
left me feeling halfway impressed of the Panther football
squad.
I was skeptical on Eastern’s
chances of opening the year
with a ‘W’. Probably because
the Panthers had only 10 returning starters, compared to
Austin Peay’s 21. Apparently,
e x p e r i e n c e d o e s n ’t m e a n a
damn thing.
There has to be some ancient
Chinese secret out there
explaining why Eastern played
better than a team that was
picked to finish fifth out of
seven teams in the Gateway
F o o t b a l l C o n f e r e n c e ’s P r e season Poll.
Since this critic was wrong,
I’ll ask linebacker Tim Carver,
who was criticized Thursday
night on his 5-foot-10-inch
height by an NFL scout who
remarked: “He’s a little small,
though.”
Then again, Carver recorded
a game high 18 tackles. Appare n t l y, c r i t i c s d o n ’t m e a n a
damn thing, either.
“We have to be positive –
t h a t ’s o u r a t t i t u d e , ” C a r v e r
said. “There’s going to be no
more of that Eastern losing
bullcrap.”
Still, if it wants to return to
the playoff scene after a sixyear absence, there are some
kinks that Eastern needs to iron
out.
Yes, not everything went
perfect in the 18-point dismantling of the Governors.
Eastern committed an astronomical 17 penalties to Austin
Peay’s five. Obviously, there is
a problem.
“It kind of got sloppy – I’m
really disappointed in that,”
said Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo.
But the Panthers get a
chance to perfect their game
this weekend, as they host their
first contest at O’Brien Stadium with another Ohio Valley
Conference opponent – Southeast Missouri State.
Southeast Missouri began
the season ranked 20th in The
Sports Network’s Preseason IAA Poll. But the Indians
dropped a 30-27 decision to
Gateway doormat Southern
Illinois.
Maybe we should ask Spoo
for some insight into this
weekend’s contest.
“I’m not really good at predicting games,” Spoo said.
Then again – predictions
don’t mean...well, you know
the rest.
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Spikers win two of four at tournament
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff Writer
The Eastern volleyball team
traveled to the Labor Day Volleyfest at Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond, Ky. this past
weekend hoping to find success
and a leader.
The team may have returned
with a little of both.
The Panthers split their matches at the two-day pool-play tournament, going 2-2 and capturing
the second place title in their
pool.
And although the team only
managed a .500 record on the ini-

tial outing of the 1995 season,
head coach Betty Ralston
believes that the record takes a
back seat to the performances by
the team as a whole.
In Saturday’s opening match
against Southern Mississippi,
Eastern found itself down early
and in trouble. After dropping the
first game 3-15 to the Golden
Eagles, Eastern was able to win
only the second game by a 15-13
count before losing the third and
fourth games 7-15, 12-15.
“We started off slowly,”
Ralston said. “We made some
lineup changes right away after
the first game and then became

■ Volleyball squad

travels today for
match with U of I
in Champaign.
Page 2
more competitive. They were the
only team that we really didn’t
get a chance to scout. But after
the first game we played real
well.”
Junior outside hitter Vanessa
Wells started off strongly in the
Southern Mississippi match,
recording 20 digs and three service aces. Wells used this match

as a building point for the entire
competition as she was eventually
named to the All-Tournament
team.
In Eastern’s Saturday nightcap
against future Ohio Valley Conference opponent Morehead
State, the team had more success.
The Panthers were able to pull
out a four-game victory over the
Dragons by scores of 10-15, 1512, 15-11, 16-14.
“We were very evenly matched,” Ralston said of the two
teams. “They’re young like us,
and I was glad that we were able
to pull out the close ones in the

See SPIKERS page 2B

JOHN COX/Photo Editor
Eastern linebacker Tim Carver leaps into the air to record a second quarter interception during the Panthers’ 31-13 victory over Austin Peay
Thursday night in Clarksville, Tenn. Carver, who finished the game with 18 tackles, caught the ball after defensive end John Moyer deflected the
pass from the Governors’ Lance Hoeltke as Chris Watson (left) and Rodney Wilson (right) view the play.

Carver, High share conference honors
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
Eastern tailback Willie High
and middle linebacker Tim Carver
earned Gateway Conference
Player of the Week honors for
their performances in the Panthers’ 31-13 victory over Austin
Peay State on Thursday.
High, who was the Gateway’s
Offensive Player of the Week,
rushed for 171 yards on 28 carries
with one touchdown.
Carver, this week’s Defensive
Player of the Week, recorded 18

tackles, intercepted a pass and
recovered a fumble.
“We still have a few kinks to
work out,” Carver said of the
Panther defense. “We got beat
deep a couple times but overall
we did a good job.”
Carver said he did not remember having as good a game as he
did against the Governors.
“I felt like I was in on a lot of
plays. I felt like I did a pretty
good job of tackling,” Carver
said. “I was really proud of the
fact that we (defense) came out
and played really hard the whole

game.”
High’s 171 yards led all rushers
in Thursday’s contest. He said
he’s glad to be able to put up big
numbers, as long as the team continues to win.
“We’ve got four straight home
games now. Hopefully we can
take advantage of it and win all
four,” High said.
The Panther running attack
gained a total of 266 yards on 50
rushing attempts.
High and Carver are both looking to put their names in the
record books.

If High continues at his usual
pace, he will crack the No. 2 slot
on Eastern’s career rushing list. A
mere 523 yards would give High
a career total of 3,467 – leaving
him second in career yardage
behind Poke Cobb (5,042 yards).
Carver already has the distinction of being Eastern’s career
leader in tackles. But one more
record is left to break.
Carver is just 26 tackles away
from breaking the Gateway’s alltime tackle list. Illinois State’s
Wilbert Brown recorded 470 tackles from 1988-1991.

Nationally ranked Marquette blanks Eastern 2-0
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
On Saturday afternoon, Troy
Fabiano made his debut as the
new head coach of the men’s
soccer team when his club
opened up the 1995 season
against the nationally-ranked
Marquette Golden Eagles.
But despite a tremendous
effort by the Panthers, Eastern

was unable to pull off an upset
of the 25th-ranked Golden
Eagles, falling 2-0 in a game
where it looked at times as if
Eastern would come away with
the victory.
While the team did lose to a
nationally-ranked program,
Fabiano felt that his team played
an excellent ballgame and that
his team’s chances to put the
ball through the net were defi-

nitely there throughout the
game.
“I felt the team played well
against Marquette, especially
since they (Golden Eagles) were
a ranked team,” Fabiano said of
his team’s effort on Saturday.
“And although we didn’t score
any goals, I thought the team
had just as many opportunities
to score as Marquette did.”
With the season opener out of

the way, Fabiano’s team can
begin preparing for the week
ahead.
The Panthers will look to for
their first win when they travel
to Chicago on Thursday to play
against a Northeastern team that
was shutout by Eastern last season. And on Sunday they will
play their home opener at
Lakeside Field when they take
on Drake University at 2 p.m.
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Volleyballers ready Harding booed in singing debut
for game with Illinois
The Eastern volleyball team
will embark on its shortest road
trip of the year as it makes a
quick jaunt north on Interstate
57 to face the University of
Illinois. The match will be the
Panthers’ first regular season
contest, outside of the tournament they competed in this past
weekend.
The non-conference match in
Champaign-Urbana pits Eastern
against a perennial Big 10
Conference preseason favorite
and powerhouse in the Fighting
Illini.
Illinois finished fourth in the
Big 10 in 1994 with a 12-8 conference record (23-14 overall)
and is 4-0 this season. Last year,
however, was the first since
1984 that the Illini finished the
season out of the NCAA Top 25
poll.
Illinois boasts the 1994 Big
10 Freshman of the Year – 6foot outside hitter Erin Borske.
Her 4.09 kills per game in her
inaugural season ranked her
sixth in the conference and she
also captured the all-time Illini
record for the most 20-kill
matches in a season with nine.
The Panthers may be relatively unfamiliar with Illinois.
Tonight’s match will be the
teams’ first meeting since 1991.
Illinois leads the series, winning
16 matches to the Panthers’
four.

The last Eastern match victory over the Illini came in 1983,
head coach Betty Ralston’s first
year with the Panthers, when the
team won two season meetings.
Illinois finished that season with
a dismal 5-25 record.
Ralston said that although
most teams decide to stop the
Illini’s Borske by sending multiple blockers at her, the Panthers
may have another option.
“She (Borske) is going to get
her usual opportunities no matter what,” Ralston said. “We
may have better success by concentrating on stopping the rest
of their team and letting her
have her swings. She tends to
spray the ball around a lot, so
she may make some errors and
help us out.”
The Panthers, who took Labor
Day off from practicing, will be
forced to practice for an hourand-a-half in Champaign before
the match with the Illini.
“I’m really hoping to go in
and surprise them,” Ralston
said. “They’ve got a lot of new
people, including three foreign
students. They (foreign students) have good international
experience, and we need a little
more actual volleyball experience at this level, because our
group is still young.
“We want to go there and do
the things we can do well. On
any given night, any team can
surprise another one. We want to
play tough against them.
Hopefully we can go in and give

LIVE BAND
FULTON’S POINT
All-You-Can-Eat
PAPA JOHN’S Pizza

RUSH SIG EP

ΦΔΘ

CONGRATULATIONS
to Phi Delta Theta on
Getting a New Chapter House
located at 1102 Sixth Street
All Students and Faculty
are invited to visit at
Open House All Week!
For More Information see our Rush
Schedule or Call Jason at 348-8550

from page one

last three games. We were able
to watch them (Morehead) play
against Southern Mississippi,
so that helped us out a little.”
Wells again led the Panther
charge as she notched 24 digs
to go with 11 kills and four
blocks. Sophomore middle hitter Monica Brown chipped in
with 15 kills, 15 digs and a .520
hitting percentage.
Sherry Austin also saw the
first significant playing time of
her college career and turned in
a respectable performance. The
freshman middle hitter had 11
kills and six blocks in the
Panther victory.
In Eastern’s first match on
Sunday, the team jumped on
Samford University early with a
15-1 opening game trouncing.
The Panthers went on to win
two of the next three games by
scores of 15-10, 6-15, 15-6.
“This was the match we took
charge of early,” Ralston said.
“Vanessa continued her great
play with 17 digs and she also
had a .400 hitting percentage.
And Kara Harper had 40 assists, so we had some nice
things.”

“W
e saw
some good production from
several players
this weekend.”
– Betty Ralston
Volleyball coach
Brown recorded 11 kills and
three blocks while Austin continued her stellar play with nine
kills, three blocks and a .510
hitting percentage.
The win over Samford sent
Eastern into the championship
game of its pool to face the
Dayton Flyers. Unfortunately,
the Panthers could not muster
much in the way of rallies
against the Flyers as they
dropped three straight games 715, 8-15, 13-15.
“The biggest disappointment
for me was that in the third
game we were up 13-12,” Ralston said. “I was hoping we
could pull it out. We always

want to win one game. At this
level, you never like to go 0-3
in a match. But Dayton was
able to manage six or seven
straight sideouts and then put
us away.”
Overall for the tournament,
Ralston expressed much excitement over the team’s performance. Wells finished the tournament with 39 kills, 10 blocks,
and an amazing 74 digs.
“Defensively, she gave us a
lot,” Ralston said. “Now, it’s
not official but I’m guessing
her dig total had to have been a
tournament record. But we were
able to feed off her defense. We
averaged two-and-a-half blocks
a game, and that’s about a full
block more than last year.
“We saw some good production from several players this
weekend. I think we need to cut
down on our hitting errors and
a few people need some more
work defensively, but this was a
great chance to give us something to build on.”
The Panthers’ next match is
against the University of Illinois Fighting Illini in Champaign-Urbana tonight.

ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ

RUSH PIKE
PI KAPPA ALPHA
RUSH SCHEDULE
Tuesday, Sept. 5 • Taste of ΠΚΑ
6:00 pm
Pike’s Club Sandwiches
From Wrangler

104.3 FM WCBH LIVE BROADCAST
Wednesday, Sept. 6 • Gateway to Brotherhood
6:00pm
Food from Jerry’s Pizza

For Rides and Information, Call 581-6569

PI KAPPA ALPHA...
FOR THE RUSH
OF A LIFETIME
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leaped to the stage to admonish the crowd. “And
instead of booing, I think you should be cheering this
young lady.’’ As soon as Harding began to sing, the
crowd turned thumbs down and dancing came to a
halt.
Audience members lobbed plastic soda and water
bottles at Harding. She dodged a few and kept singing
as she picked one up and waved it in the air.
“They need to take her off the stage because she’s
embarrassing,’’ a man said.

SPIKERS

ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ ∞ ΠΚΑ

By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) – Figure skater Tonya
Harding, showered with boos and pelted with plastic
water bottles, made her singing debut Sunday at a
Labor Day fund-raiser for muscular dystrophy.
Harding and her band, the Golden Blades, were the
opening act for Cool and the Gang at the Last Chance
Summer Dance. They performed three songs, lasting
about 15 minutes, while the crowd booed – loudly.
“She wanted to sing a song for you people because
she does love Portland,’’ said her manager, who
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Women’s soccer drops a pair Cross country teams
successful on road

By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer

Following two road losses this
weekend, Eastern’s first women’s
soccer team is still looking for its
first victory.
The Panthers dropped a 2-1
decision to Toledo on Saturday,
and a 2-0 contest to Loyola on
Sunday.
Still, head coach Steve Ballard
can see some positives from the
two games.
“Our inexperience and youth is
showing up,” Ballard said.
“We’ve got the talent to compete
with these teams. No one came
and dominated us.”
On Saturday, Kendra Williamson put her name in the

record book when she scored
Eastern’s first goal. The score
came about three minutes into the
contest on an assist from Diane
Markus.
But Toledo tied the game in
the first half, and scored the winning goal midway through the
second half.
Sunday, Eastern travelled to
Loyola University, where Ballard
said he saw some improvement.
“I thought we played better, especially in the first half. We had
the time of possession,” Ballard
said.
The Panthers spent a majority
of the game in Rambler territory,
but scoring opportunities were
hard to come by. Add in two first
half defensive lapses, and Loyola

earned the 2-0 victory.
“You can’t score goals unless
you take shots,” Ballard said.
“We need to just turn and crack
shots instead of holding the ball.”
Eastern played Loyola to a 0-0
tie in the second half, thanks in
part to goalkeeper Kate Binder.
Binder made some difficult saves
to keep the Panthers within two
goals, Ballard said.
According to Ballard, he will
focus on the positive at practice
in preparing his team for two
home games this weekend.
“The key for us is to stay positive. We have to realize how
much harder we have to work,”
Ballard said. “I’m pleased with
the girls. We’ve just got to hang
in there and keep working.”

Ripken living lifelong dream
BALTIMORE (AP) – Only a
few youngsters grow up to play in
the major leagues. Not many of
them are lucky enough to join the
hometown club.
Then there’s Cal Ripken, who
has spent his entire career with
the only team he ever wanted to
play for.
Daydreaming in elementary
school, Ripken imagined himself
one day wearing the orange and
black of the Baltimore Orioles.
He maintained that hope as a
teen-ager, when he helped
Aberdeen (Md.) High School to a
state championship in 1978 – as a
pitcher.
One month later, Ripken was
selected by the Orioles in the second round of the 1978 free agent
draft. He made the big-league
club as an infielder in 1981, and
one year later he quite literally
became an everyday player.
On Tuesday night, Ripken will
match one of the most revered
records in all of sports – Lou
Gehrig’s string of 2,130 successive games. The next night he
will break the mark in a stadium
located approximately 25 miles
from his boyhood home and in
front of fans who have been

“dream
...the only
I had
as long as I
can remember
is growing up
and being an
Oriole.”
– Cal Ripken
Oriole shortstop
cheering for the 13-time All Star
since the days when his hair was
black and plentiful.
The American League was
intent upon having Ripken break
the record in Baltimore – for
good reason. A wholesome player
who truly epitomizes what is
great about the national pastime,
Ripken is clearly the most popular player in the history of the
Orioles’ organization. He’s a
first-ballot Hall of Fame member
who is as much a part of
Maryland as crabs and the
Chesapeake Bay.
To have Ripken set the record

in say, Cleveland, would have
been unfair to Oriole fans who
have carried on a love affair with
their favorite shortstop for more
than a decade. Staging the game
elsewhere would have deprived
Ripken of the chance of sharing
his finest moment with close relatives and 48,000 longtime friends.
His dad, Cal Ripken Sr., was
fired as Baltimore’s manager in
1988. Cal Sr.’s relationship with
his former employers has since
cooled, but he will be in the
stands Wednesday to watch the
record-setting game. Ripken’s
younger brother, Bill, who played
second base alongside Cal from
1987 to 1992, will miss a minor
league playoff game in order to
attend.
“Growing up around here and
having my Dad being in the
Orioles’ system, well, the only
dream I had, as long as I can
remember, is growing up and
being an Oriole,’’ Ripken said.
In this era of free agency and
multimillion dollar contracts, it is
rare to see one player stick with
one team for his entire career.
Why, pitcher David Cone is averaging at least two teams per year
lately.

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
Eastern’s men’s and women’s
cross country teams opened their
seasons over the weekend at the
Wabash Hokum Karem Cross
Country Race at Wabash College
in Crawfordsville, Ind.
The women’s team claimed
first place while the men’s squad
finished second.
The teams raced in a different
format than usual, using two-person relay teams instead of scoring
the first five runners like is used
in most other races.
Eastern’s women’s team earned
10 points, nine better than
Indianapolis’ 19 points. DePauw
finished third with 35 points.
The men’s team finished 11
points behind first-place Wabash
which finished with seven.
Indianapolis (30 points) and
DePauw (40 points) finished third
and fourth respectively.
The women’s squad claimed
the top two places in its race, with

the team of Cristen Conrad and
Megan Spicer finishing first with
a time of 23:39. Teammates
Susan Langer and Jodi Milas finished second with a time of 23:49.
Kathy Matheny and Carey
Dunker closed Eastern’s scoring
with a seventh-place finish.
Nate Shaffer and Todd
Moroney were the first Eastern
duo to complete the course. Their
time of 28:42 was good enough
for third place. Justin Weiss and
Mike McBride (fifth) and Rick
Walden and Jason Anhalt (10th)
were the next Eastern runners
across the line.
“I was hoping to run about as
well as I did. I was happy with it
(time),” Moroney said.
“We were told that Wabash was
a pretty good team. I think most
of our guys were happy with what
we ran, but we could have won.”
Moroney said it was good to
finally open the season, as practice can become repetitive.
“I’d rather compete any day
than practice,” Moroney said.

Bears feel victory pains
LAKE FOREST (AP) – The
Chicago Bears’ starting backfield is
in pain.
Fullback Raymont Harris will
miss eight to 10 weeks after suffering a broken collar bone three minutes into Sunday’s 31-14 win over
Minnesota.
And tailback Lewis Tillman was
moving around Halas Hall on
crutches Monday with a sprained
left ankle. Tillman has never missed
a game, playing in 105 straight
since entering the NFL in 1989.
“We’ll just see Wednesday. He’s
really sore today, but Lewis is a
tough guy. If he can help us, he
will,’’ Bears coach Dave Wannstedt
said.
Tony Carter will start for Harris
at fullback Monday night when the
Bears host the Green Bay Packers.
Robert Green will start at tailback if
Tillman can’t, and rookie Rashaan

Salaam will get more playing time.
Anthony Johnson will back up
Carter.
“We’ll have a list together and
probably work a few guys out.
But right now we’re OK,’’
Wannstedt said. “We’ve got five
backs and we’ll try to hold tight
with that until Raymont gets back.’’
Also hurt Sunday was defensive
back John Mangum, who suffered a
deep thigh bruise late in the game.
The injury is not as severe as
expected, Wannstedt said. And
rookie linebacker Sean Harris suffered a hamstring injury on the
opening kickoff.
Wannstedt, unhappy with the two
more penalties called on corner
back Jeremy Lincoln on Sunday,
said he will rotate James Burton
with Lincoln in practice this week.
Lincoln also was called for four
penalties in the preseason.

$29ºº Rent
til May 96

FREE Delivery
ICEBOXER

1-800-811-1953
$3.00 ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
Movie Hotline 258-8228

A Walk in the Clouds (PG-13)
4:45, 7:00, 9:15
Something to Talk About (R)
5:00, 7:15, 9:30

The Net (PG-13)
5:00, 7:30, 9:45
Mortal Kombat (PG-13)
4:45, 7:00, 9:15
Dangerous Minds (R)
4:30, 7:15, 9:45

$1.75

• 345-9222
Nine Months (PG-13)
7:15, 9:45
Water World (PG-13)
6:45, 9:30

EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!

U NIVERSITY B OARD P RESENTS

PUNCHLINE &
BINGO NIGHT
You Could Win These Prizes...
Sony
Watchman

Sony er
lay
CD P

CASH

V
3 5 m mi v i t a r
Came
ra

AT&T
Cordless Phone

And much, much, more!!
Saturday, September 9 th
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

In the
University Ballroom!

KITCHEN IS OPEN!
GRILL HOURS 11:00am- 8:00pm

•Cheeseburger
•Grilled Chicken
•Grilled Tenderloin
•Cold Turkey Burrito
•Fresh Potato Chips
•Fresh Cut Fries

Tuesday

$ 25 MGD Red

1

“WE GOT
WHAT YOU
LIKE AT IKE’S”
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Seles remains undefeated since comeback Gordon
I had control of
on cruise
the match, but
then I let the control out
control
of my hand. It could have
been closer than it was.”
NEW YORK (AP) – Monica
Seles consoled a tearful junior girl
in the locker room, advising her
not to take losses too seriously,
then scolded herself for a tiny lapse
in her longest and toughest match
of the U.S. Open.
Still undefeated in her comeback, Seles surged into the quarterfinals with a 6-1, 6-4 victory
Monday over No. 11 Anke Huber
that took 71 minutes – the first
time anyone pushed Seles past one
hour in the tournament.
Outgrunted but not outplayed,
Seles took command early, racing
through the first set in 23 minutes
and sweeping 10 straight points in
one stretch. She broke Huber to
start the second set and thought,
like the fans in the packed stadium,
that she would close the match
quickly. But Huber, who lost to
Seles in the Canadian Open, had
other plans.
Grunting, groaning, shrieking
and imploring the heavens for help,
Huber broke back to 1-1 and

points, the last
stayed
with
on a brilliant
Seles until 3-3.
rally by both
Huber covplayers,
but
ered her eyes
Seles got two
with her hand
more breakwhen she blew
points and finalan easy forely cashed in
hand on Seles’
serve in the
– Monica Seles when Huber
poked a weak
sixth game, and
forehand into
she might as
well have kept her eyes shut the the net.
Seles, who wore a black brace
rest of the match. Seles’ one
on her left knee again because of
mediocre stretch was over.
“I was a little mad at myself,’’ tendinitis, ended the match easily,
Seles said. “I had control of the yielding only three points in her
match, but then I let the control out next two service games, smacking
of my hand. It could have been her fifth ace, and moving on to the
prospect of playing Wednesday
closer than it was.
“I just did a very weird service against No. 5 Jana Novotna, a 6-4,
game. My mind wandered off. I 6-3 victor over Katarina Studfelt I let the momentum slip away enikova.
“Against Jana, I have had some
from me a little bit. That made the
second set much harder than if I very tough matches,’’ Seles said.
had won that second game.’’ As it “She is going to come in and serve
was, Seles bore down on Huber’s and volley a lot. Her serve is very
serve and took her to love-40. strong.’’ Seles’ strength is her
Huber saved those three break- refusal to give up in any match, but

“

she has learned over the years and
through her encounter with the
man who stabbed her more than
two years ago that losing on the
tennis court is nothing to cry about.
“When I go into the locker
room, even the professional
women or the juniors when they
lose, they come in and they are crying,’’ she said. “Like today, right
before I went on, I saw a girl that
was crying. You shouldn’t really
cry over losing a tennis match.
Tennis is a sport. You start playing
tennis because it is fun, not to be
crying.’’ Seles went over to the
girl, Edit Pakay, who had a similar
Hungarian ethnic background, and
tried to calm her.
“I told her, life is not over
because you lost one match,’’ Seles
said. “I told her I lost matches and I
cried, but you forget it. You learn
from your loss and go home now
and try to work harder and do better. It shouldn’t affect your life or
your outlook on life or your happiness.

Zimmerman captures first LPGA tourney
SPRINGFIELD (AP) – Mary Beth
Zimmerman won her first LPGA tournament
since 1987 on Monday in a sudden death playoff with the tour’s youngest pro, 21-year-old
Emilee Klein.
Zimmerman came from seven shots back to
win the 20th LPGA Rail Classic, shooting a
tournament low 65 Monday.
Klein, who tied with LPGA Hall-of-Famer
Betsy King for the lead after the first two
days, was leading at 11-under par when she
missed a putt and bogeyed on the 18th hole to
force a playoff with Zimmerman.
Zimmerman was four groups ahead of
Klein and racked up seven birdies and no

bogeys Monday.
Zimmerman and Klein both had pars on the
first playoff hole, a repeat of the 18th. They
then moved to the course’s toughest par-3
water hole, the 16th.
Klein’s tee shot was closest to the pin, but
Zimmerman sunk a 25-foot uphill birdie putt
and Klein missed hers.
“`I played really well today. I didn’t back
off at all,’’ Zimmerman said Monday.
She said she was especially pleased to win
in front of her family and friends from nearby
Hillsboro. Zimmerman’s father had colon cancer surgery Monday wasn’t there to watch her
play in the Rail Classic for the first time since

1983.
“He’s my biggest supporter,’’ she said.
Zimmerman, 34, started on the LPGA tour
in 1983 and won two tournaments in 1986 and
one in 1987. She also holds an LPGA record
set at the Rail Classic in 1984, eight consecutive birdies.
Zimmerman and Klein both finished regulation play at 10-under par 206.
Klein, after demonstrating unusual poise
throughout the tournament, admitted being “a
little nervous’’ going into the 18th hole with a
one-shot lead over Zimmerman.
“I played a little too conservatively, and I
wasn’t making birdies all day,’’ she said.

DARLINGTON, S.C. (AP)
– Now that stock car racing’s
newest superstar has won at
the sport’s oldest raceway,
what’s next for the seemingly
unstoppable Jeff Gordon?
Can the 24-year-old hold off
Sterling Marling for his first
Winston Cup championship?
Wi l l h e u s e h i s s k i l l a n d
s av v y to ru n d o w n D av id
Pearson’s career record of 10
victories at Darlington?
G o rd o n ’s crew ch ief R ay
Evernham says with Gordon,
anything, especially success,
is likely.
“I knew from the time I
saw him test at Charlotte
when he was 18 that he could
do anything and go as far as
he wanted,’’ Evernham said.
G o rd o n h eld o ff D ale
Earnhardt and Rusty Wallace
in a 10-lap sprint Sunday to
win the Southern 500, one of
Winston Cup’s most prestigious races.
“The other drivers tell you
about the prestige held over
this track, about who wins
h ere an d w h o d o es n ’t , ’’
Gordon said. “That makes a
win here even better.’’ It also
increases his chances of winning the points title. With
eight races left, Gordon has a
217-point lead over Marlin,
who finished 10th. Earnhardt
is 294 points back in third.

“Letters of Leadership”
Rush Schedules are as follows:

ΔΧ ΔΣΦ ΔΤΔ ΚΔΡ
Delta Chi, ΔΧ

9/5 6:00 Cookout with Delta Chi’s
9/6 6:00 Papa John’s Pizza-Fest
9/7 6:00 LaBamba

9/8 6:00 Formal Smoker

Delta Sigma Phi, ΔΣΦ

9/5 5:30 Taste of Delta Sigma Phi
9/6 6:00 Cookout and Volleyball

Kappa Delta Rho, ΚΔΡ

Delta Tau Delta, ΔΤΔ

9/5 6:00

All you can eat Papa
John’s with the men of
Delta Tau Delta

9/6 6:00
9/7 6:00

9/8 6:30 Formal Smoker

9/8 6:00

Kappa Delta Rho

9/6 6:00 Kappa Delta Rho

Subway Subs with the

Pizza Party

9/7 6:00 Hawaiian Luau

Delts

9/7 6:00 Pizza Feast

9/5 6:00 Keg of Root Beer with

Delt Fiesta featuring

9/8 6:00 Formal Smoker

Taco Bell

Delt Formal Smoker

ΛΧΑ ΦΔΤ ΠΚΑ ΣΧ
Lambda Chi Alpha, ΛΧΑ
9/5 6:00 Domino’s Pizza Feast

9/6 6:00

Phi Delta Theta, ΦΔΤ
9/5 7:00
Cookout - Meet the

Tour of Italy

9/7 6:00

Blimpies

9/6 7:00
9/7 7:00

9/8 7:00

Formal Smoker

9/8 7:00

Men of
Phi Delta Theta
Open House
All-you-can-eat
Papa John’s Pizza
Formal Smoker

Pi Kappa Alpha, ΠΚΑ
9/5 6:00 A taste of Pi Kappa

9/6 6:00
9/7 6:00
9/8 7:00

Alpha
Gateway to
Brotherhood
Blue Chip Dinner
Casual Non-Smoker

Sigma Chi, ΣΧ
9/5 6:00 “LaBamba” with the Men

9/7 6:00

of Sigma Chi
Sub Sandwiches with the
Sigs
Cookout with the Sigs

9/8 6:00

Formal Smoker

9/6 6:00

ΣΝ ΣΦΕ ΣΠ ΤΚΕ
Sigma Nu, ΣΝ

9/5 6:00

9/6 6:00

Open House, Steak
Dinner, Meet the Chapter
V-Ball with the Snakes,

All-you-can-eat Domino’s

9/7 6:00

Pig-out with the Snakes,

All-you-can-eat Pig Roast

9/8 6:00

Honor Spaghetti Dinner,
Formal Smoker

Sigma Phi Epsilon, ΣΦΕ
9/5 6:00 Live Band Pizza

Sigma Pi, ΣΠ
9/5 6:00 Steak Dinner Night!

9/6 6:00

9/6 6:00

9/7 6:00
9/8 6:00

Sig Ep Cookout
Fiesta Night

Formal Smoker

9/7 6:00
9/8 6:00

Tau Kappa Epsilon, ΤΚΕ

9/5
9/6

“Night at the Races” and Papa John’s Pizza
at ASA Sorority House
“Fire & Ice” Killer Chili & Ice Cream at the

9/7

“Mardi Gras” New Orleans Subs at the

9/8

Formal Non-Smoker at the
Phi Sigma Sigma House

Pizza Night!

ATD Sorority House

LaBamba Night!
Formal Smoker

ASA Sorority House

*OAKLEY Sunglasses given away every night*

Friday, September 8: Formal Smokers
Begin as early as 6 PM - Ask Chapter Rush Chairs for
specific times.

If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact Jason Haier
(Interfraternity Council Vice-President of Rush)

at 345-4799
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Sosa
powers
Cubs
CHICAGO (AP) – Sammy
Sosa again hurt Colorado with a
home run and Frank Castillo
pitched a five-hitter to beat the
Rockies for the third time this season as the Chicago Cubs won 2-0
Monday.
The Rockies fell into a firstplace tie in the NL West with Los
Angeles, which played later Monday. The Cubs moved within a
game of the lead in the league’s
jumbled wild-card race.
Sosa has homered in each of
Chicago’s last five games against
the Rockies.
This time, Colorado manager
Don Baylor thought Sosa’s tworun first-inning shot – which went
well over the left-field foul pole
and landed outside Wrigley Field –
was foul. But third base umpire
Mark Hirschbeck called it fair and
that was all the support Castillo (98) needed.
Starting with a four-game series
at Colorado in mid-August, Sosa
has 13 home runs and 30 RBIs in
18 games, moving him into a tie
for the NL lead in homers (33) and
RBIs (103) with the Rockies’
Dante Bichette.
Castillo allowed only four singles and walked none for his first
career shutout and first complete
game of the season. Left fielder
Luis Gonzalez preserved the
shutout in the sixth inning with a
leaping catch against the wall to
rob Larry Walker of an extra-base
hit with a runner on base.
Despite pitching well, Castillo
has only three wins in 14 starts dating back to June 20. Against
Colorado, the NL’s highest-scoring
team, he is 3-0 with a 1.71 ERA.
The Cubs had only four hits in
seven innings against Bryan Rekar
(4-3), who nonetheless lost for the
third time in four decisions since
Aug. 15.
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Shop where the Sharpest Dressed,
Best Looking,
Coolest Cats on Campus Shop!

Stop by Token’s today and check out our
unmatched selection & quality of EIU clothing!
Our great selection includes:
2 dozen T-shirts including our popular Beer-shirts
Our new Batwing design Sweat Shirts
All new Mom & Dad Sweat Shirts
Panther Pullovers
30 Styles of Hats
Athletic Shorts

I

E

U

FREE SMOKING

CESSATION
CLINIC
“Fresh Start”
Program
SEPT. 6, 13, 20, 27
4:00-5:30PM
For info call:
Human Resources

581-6402
*Limited Seating*
Special thanks for participation by
Area V American Cancer Society,
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center,
EIU Health Service, EIU Counseling Center,
and EIU Faculty Development Office.

“Happy 20th B-Day!”

From all of your buds,
Amy, Maggie, Mere,
Melissa, Mle, & Aaron

It Pays to Advertise in the Daily Eastern News.

The Daily Eastern News

classifiedadvertising
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities, sororities & student organization. You’ve seen credit card
fundraisers before, but you’ve
never seen the Citibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.
_____________________11/1

$331.00. Sell 72 college Tshirts-profit $331.00. Risk free.
Choose from 27 designs, or
design own. Free catalog 1800-700-4822.
____________________10/27
Farm help experience preferred
call after 3pm or leave a message. 348-8906.
_____________________9/11
Direct Care Professional needed in 24-hour residential program, providing services to
adults and children with developmental disabilities. Evening
and weekend shifts available.
Applications maybe be picked
up at CCAR Industries, 825
18th St., Charleston, IL 61920.
E.O.E.
______________________9/4
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL
FREE with SunSplash Tours.
Highest commissions, lowest
prices. Campus Reps wanted!
Sell
Jamaica,
Cancun,
Bahamas, Florida. 1-800-4267710.
_____________________9/29
Babysitter needed for children
Women’s Bible Study. Every
Tuesday, beginning Sept. 5.
8:50-10:50 a.m. $5 per wk. Call
345-9349
_____________________9/12
CDI City directory needs canvassers to update city directory.
Contact Bill Hall at 1010 East
Lincoln to find out details.
______________________9/7

2 bedroom apartment for two
people. Close to downtown
square in quiet neighborhood.
Quiet, mature persons only.
$250 each, includes all utilities
except phone and cable. Call
345-3410 or 348-8480.
______________________9/8
Microwave oven rentals. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.
____________________12/11
1 and 2 bedroom apt. available
immediately. Dishwasher,
garbage disposal, garbage
paid. Call 345-2520.
_____________________9/13
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS FOR RENT. 820 LINCOLN AVE. 348-7746
____________________12/11
HORSE BOARDING ONLY 1
1/2 MILES SW FROM CAMPUS. PHONE 345-6453 OR
348-8774.
____________________12/11
Apt. for rent. $150 a month.
Close to campus. 345-1341
Available Oct.
______________________9/6

Tandy 3100 Computer, monitor,
keyboard. Windows, Quicken,
Print shop. Used $1000. 3454072.
_____________________9/12
1986 Honda Civic $450, 1982
Olds 88 Royale $350. Call
Mark 345-7564.
_____________________9/13

AlPHA GAMMA DELTA 1995
Pledge class: We are so excited and proud that all of you
are now our sisters! Your first
pledge meeting is TONIGHT
at 8.00
______________________9/5

ALPHA GAMS Get excited for
a great year! Our first chapter
meeting is tonight at 6:30. See
you there! Love Frances.
______________________9/5
Kendra Williamson: You are
already a Wonderful Alpha
Gams! Love, your mommiesDottie and Fran.
______________________9/5

Help Wanted
Alpha House is an Intermediate
Care Facility for 15 developmentally disabled adults stressing community integrated living.
The habilitation aide works with
the residents in one-on-one
and group situations in order to
provide training of independent
living skills such as finance,
cooking,
personal
hygiene/appearance, medication, and leisure/community
integrated activities as well as
providing somewhat of a role
model for socialization. Hab
aides also are involved directly
in behavioral modification programs. The main goal at Alpha
House is increasing the ability
of Developmentally Disabled to
independently care for themselves, familiarize themselves
with community, and actively
participate as a member of this
community. This job would look
good on a resume for those
individuals majoring in Special
Ed., Psychology, TR, or
Education. Call 345-4224.
____________________12/11
Waitresses: Great tips apply
Bonkers Pub & Grub Mattoon.
10 a.m. to Noon or after 3 p.m.
______________________9/5
SPRING BREAK ‘96 - SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
representatives. Lowest rates
to Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona
and Panama City Beach. Call
1-800-648-4849.
______________________9/4

Wanted
Wanted! 100 overweight students. Lose 10-30+lbs. Next 90
days. Dr. recommended.
Guaranteed. $34.95 MC/Visa.
Nadine DeMartino. 1-800-3528446.
______________________9/5

Roommates
Female roommate needed.
$210 includes water/trash. 2
BDRM apt. close to campus.
Own room. 345-5133.
______________________9/5

For Sale
Beer logo 2 pc pool cues
$12.95 Plain 2 pc. $9.95. Pawn
Brokers 4th & Madison,
Charleston.
______________________9/7
‘92 Plymouth Laser RS red
cruise, AC, FM Cassette, 5
speed. Clean 36,000 miles for
$9,000. 348-0485
______________________9/1
1986 Honda Elite 150 Scooter.
Runs like new. Travels 65 mph.
$975 o.b.o. Jason 345-4799.
______________________9/8
Tandy 1000HX personal deskmate 2 keyboard, monitor,
printer. $350. 345-9491.
______________________9/6
Used CD’s! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cassettes, concert T-shirts, and
video games. We buy sell,
and trade. Music Exchange
512 N. 19th St., Mattoon. 2343668
____________________10/12

Lost & Found
Calculator found at Tokens.
See Ir or Linda to identify.
______________________9/7
Found: Set of keys in Booth
Library. Go to SMC desk to
claim.
______________________9/7
Lost: Navy blue wallet. If found
call andrea. 348-0850.
______________________9/7

Lost & Found
Panthers and Capones are
available for private parties
and functions. Call Mike, 3480288.
______________________9/5
HORSEBACK RIDING AT
RILEY CREEK STABLES. 5
min from campus. 348-1424.
_____________________9/15
Interested in joining EIU Blood
Drive Committee. Call Jessica
or Mary. 345-2054.
______________________9/5
Ballet, Modern, Tap & Jazz
Dance Classes. Jacqueline
Bennet. DANCE CENTER 3457182.
_____________________9/12
YOGA, STRETCH CLASS
classes begin Sept. 11.
Jacqueline Bennett. DANCE
CENTER 345-7182
_____________________9/11
VINTAGE YARD SALE. JUST
SPENCES 1148 6TH ST.
THURSDAY, SEPT. 7. RAIN
DATE 14TH., 12 NOON TO 6
PM. DON’T MISS!!
______________________9/7
Rush ESA!! RUSH ESA!!! The
sorority of service and sisterhood!!!
______________________9/7

campus clips
AFRO-AMERICAN THEATRE CLUB organizational meeting. Sept. 7 at
6 pm. Fine Arts bldg. Bring poem, monologue, or 1 song.
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENTorientation meeting. Tonite 6pm. LH Rm 027.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL meeting. Tonite 7pm, Effingham Room.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Informational Rush Meeting. Today 5:30 pm.
University Ballroom.
UB HOMECOMING COMMITTEE meeting. Tonite at 9pm.
Arcola/Tuscola Rm.
HEALTH SERVICE/HUMAN RESOURCES Free Smoking Cessation
Clinic. Sept. 6 at 4pm.
WOMEN’S RUGBY practice. M-Th 5m. Rugby Field.
PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS Medical Admissions Seminar. Oct. 7 at 9
am. Springfield, IL. Sign up by Sept. 15 in LSA 232. Rides provided.
UB HOMECOMING meeting. Tonite 9pm Arcola/Tuscola Rm.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass. Today Noon. Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Bible Study. Tonite 6pm. Coleman
109A.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation. Tonite
8pm. Newman Chapel.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER is sponsoring a volunteer project
tonite. From 6-8pm. Call 348-0230 for more info.
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION campus bible study. Tonite 7pm.
KAPPA DELTA PI officers meeting. Sept. 6 at 5:30 pm. Buzzard
Building 107.
DELTA SIGMA THETA “Carnival on the Quad. Today 4-7 pm. South
Quad. Dunk your favorite Delta.
DELTA SIGMA PI “Meet the Chapter” Tonite 7 pm. Coleman
Auditorium.
BETA ALPHA PSI registration table. Today and Wednesday at 10 am.
Lumpkin Lounge.
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY Registration Table. Today
Wednesday at 10 am. Lumpkin Lounge.
BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE first meeting. Tonite 8:30 pm. Schahrer
Rm.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA informational meeting. Tonite 7:30 pm. Shelbyville
Room.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Informational table. Today 10 am. Coleman Hall
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting. Tonite 7 pm. CharlestonMattoon Room. New members welcome!
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

TUESDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

SEPTEMBER 5

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
NBC News

News
Inside Edition

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Outside Lines

Wings
U.S. Open Tennis

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Roseanne

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Grififth
Baseball:

Wheel of Fortune
Cops

David Copperfield

Roseanne
Roseanne

Baseball: White
Sox at Rangers

Nova

Unsolved Mysteries Movie: Mo’ Money

Track and Field

Movie: Judgement
Day

Apollo 13: There
and Back

Movie: Mermaids

Little House on
The Prairie
St. Elsewhere

Cardinals at
Braves

Wings
NewsRadio
Fraiser
Laroquette
Dateline NBC

Terra X
Treasure Hunters
How the West
was Lost

Home Improve.
Barbara Walters

Star Trek: Voyager
News

News

David L.(10:35)

Nightline (10:35)

Baseball Tonight
SportsCenter

Himba of Namibia

News

Terra X
Treasure Hunters

Firing Line
Today’s Choices
Movie

Thieves of Time
Wings

News

Wings

Simon and Simon

To the Manor Born
Movie

Unsolved Mysteries Cops
Cops

Movie:
From Noon Till...
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Katrina Mayne and Jen Balster:
You both did a GREAT job with
rush! We appreciate all of your
hard work! Alpha Gam love, your
sisters.
_____________________9/5
Laurel Lipinski of Tri-Sigma:
Congratulations on getting
pinned to Chris Dwyer of
Sigma Chi!!! Your sisters are
very happy for you!
_____________________9/5
See what Epsilon Sigma
ALpha is all about! Come to
the informational meeting
tonight at 5:30 in the
University Ballroom!
_____________________9/5
Chris Dwyer of Sigma Chi: We’re
so happy to have you as our new
sigma man! It’s going to be a
Great semester!! Love, the
Ladies of Tri-Sigma.
_____________________9/5

Attention Students anyone interested in taking the mock LSAT
on Sept 6 must have application
and fee turned in by Tues Sept 5.
Contact Dr. Leigh at 6220 or
Steve at 345-2510.
_____________________9/5
Alpha Sigma Alpha would like
to thank its Rho Chi’s: Jen
Kakles, Heather Szuigat,
Renee Ryba & Robin Hickman
for doing a great job!
_____________________9/5
Tr a c y
Masumas,
Beth
Anderson, Jessica Manovska,
& Dana Frieling of Alpha
Sigma Alpha. You all did an
outstanding job as our Rush
Chairs!
_____________________9/5
RUSH ALPHA PHI OMEGA,
E A S T E R N ’ S O N LY C O - E D
SERVICE FRATERNITY. FIND
OUT MORE! SEPT. 5 8PMSHELBYVILLE
ROOM
(UNION), SEPT. 6 8PM-SULLIVAN ROOM (UNION) OR
CALL REBECCA 345-4144.
_____________________9/5
Tuesday, Sept. 5 at 6pm. All
you can eat Papa Johns pizza
w i t h t h e m e n o f D e l t a Ta u
Delta. For rides and info call
348-8222.
_____________________9/5
RUSH DELTS. Come learn
about the off campus advantage. Come to the Delt House
on Tuesday at 6pm. For rides
call 348-8222.
_____________________9/5
Come see what a real social
fraternity is like. DELTA TAU
DELAT.
_____________________9/5
Are you tire of the dorms all
ready? Come see what off
campus housing is really like.
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA..
_____________________9/5
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA.
1707 9th St. For Rides and
ino call348-8222.
_____________________9/5
Off campus housing has it’s
advantages. RUSH DELTS.
_____________________9/5

Tri-Sigma new members: We were
so happy to see all your beautiful
faces on Bid Night! Good Luck during your New Member program!
Love, the Actives.

_____________________9/5
JEN KAHLES OF ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA: congrats on getting laveliered to John Manley of Lambda
Chi Alpha. Your sisters are happy
for you.
_______________________9/5

Malanie Blum, Amy Kosifus ,
and Jen O’Brien of Alpha
Sigma Alpha Sigma Alpha.
Yo u a l l d i d a g r e a t j o b o n
Panhel Exec. during Rush!
_____________________9/5
Le ann Mambelton: Congrats
on joining ASA! I am so excited to have you as my little sis!
Alpha love, Robin
_____________________9/5
Congrats to the New Pearls of
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA your
Ruby sisters are so excited to
have you as a part of our
house! live it, talk it, dream it!
_____________________9/5
Alpha SIgma Alpha would like
to thank its Rho Chis: Jen
Kakles, Heather Szurgat,
Renee Ryba and Robin
Hickman for doing a great
job!
_____________________9/5

NEED A
GREAT
BIRTHDAY
SURPRISE?
Put a Photo and a
Message in
The Daily Eastern News
on your friend’s b-day

FOR ALL TO SEE!
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ONLY $

Deadline is 3 business days
before it should run
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The Men of LAMBDA CHI ALPHA present a

DOMINO’S
PIZZA FEAST
At the LAMBDA CHI ALPHA House
in Greek Court at 6:00 pm
For Rides and Information, Call
Ryan at 581-6874 or Brett at 581-6880
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